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ABSTRACT

Semantic Prioritization of Novel Causative Genomic Variants in

Mendelian and Oligogenic Diseases

Imane Boudellioua

Recent advances in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies have facili-

tated the generation of massive amounts of genomic data which in turn is bringing the

promise that personalized medicine will soon become widely available. As a result,

there is an increasing pressure to develop computational tools to analyze and interpret

genomic data. In this dissertation, we present a systematic approach for interrogat-

ing patients’ genomes to identify candidate causal genomic variants of Mendelian and

oligogenic diseases. To achieve that, we leverage the use of biomedical data available

from extensive biological experiments along with machine learning techniques to build

predictive models that rival the currently adopted approaches in the field. We inte-

grate a collection of features representing molecular information about the genomic

variants and information derived from biological networks. Furthermore, we incorpo-

rate genotype-phenotype relations by exploiting semantic technologies and automated

reasoning inferred throughout a cross-species phenotypic ontology network obtained

from human, mouse, and zebra fish studies. In our first developed method, named

PhenomeNet Variant Predictor (PVP), we perform an extensive evaluation of a large

set of synthetic exomes and genomes of diverse Mendelian diseases and phenotypes.

Moreover, we evaluate PVP on a set of real patients’ exomes suffering from congenital

hypothyroidism. We show that PVP successfully outperforms state-of-the-art meth-

ods, and provides a promising tool for accurate variant prioritization for Mendelian

diseases. Next, we update the PVP method using a deep neural network architecture
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as a backbone for learning and illustrate the enhanced performance of the new method,

DeepPVP on synthetic exomes and genomes. Furthermore, we propose OligoPVP, an

extension of DeepPVP that prioritizes candidate oligogenic combinations in personal

exomes and genomes by integrating knowledge from protein-protein interaction net-

works and we evaluate the performance of OligoPVP on synthetic genomes created

by known disease-causing digenic combinations. Finally, we discuss some limitations

and future steps for extending the applicability of our proposed methods to identify

the genetic underpinning for Mendelian and oligogenic diseases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ever-dropping cost of DNA sequencing, aided with the advances in Next Gen-

eration Sequencing (NGS) technologies, has facilitated the generation of a massive

amounts of genomic data by the day. Nowadays, Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)

which involves sequencing the protein-coding part of DNA, as well as Whole Genome

Sequencing (WGS) which involves sequencing the complete DNA, are no longer used

only in a research setting but are increasingly being adopted in clinics. Personalised

medicine has the promise of providing tailored diagnosis and treatment for patients[1].

Personalised medicine focuses on the individual variability of genetic makeup of indi-

viduals for determining diagnosis and treatment strategies.

Given the recent advances of sequencing technologies and the availability of an

increasing amount of personal genomic data, there is a pressing need to develop

computational methods to increase the understanding of the human genome and its

effect on the human health. This is especially the case for the study of pathobiology

of human diseases where the genetic underpinning may play a vital role in the disease

development and its severity. There are already many clinical studies that established

relations between human DNA sequence variants and rare and common genetic dis-

eases by studying families or cohorts of affected and unaffected individuals []. There

are also detailed catalogues of DNA sequence variants from the general population

that can be used to pinpoint common and rare DNA sequence variants []. Although

there have been many studies linking DNA sequence variants to genetic diseases, there

is a big challenge in establishing a causal link between DNA sequence variants and
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genetic diseases [2]. Guidelines for investigating causality of DNA sequence variants

have been discussed to avoid an increase in false findings; these guidelines aim to

establish a link between a variant and a biological function (which may be a loss of

function in a protein, a dysregulation of gene expression, or similar) and the observed

phenotype [2].

As there are many possible mechanisms for an observed phenotype, computa-

tional methods may contribute to identifying causative variants by incorporating prior

knowledge about DNA sequence variants, gene regulation, gene function, and how

they may contribute to an organism’s phenotype. Such computational approaches, if

shown to be accurate, can provide a significant aid in facilitating diagnosis for patients

of genetic diseases, or identify candidate variants for functional validation.

Here, we aim to tackle the problem of identifying candidate disease-causing vari-

ants computationally using background knowledge from human and model organisms

studies. We develop a set of machine learning algorithms that explicitly encode biolog-

ical background knowledge and use this knowledge to improve variant prioritization.

Specifically, we develop methods that can be used to investigate personal genomes

for causative variants. Variant prioritization involves ranking genomic variants on

the basis of specific measure, where higher ranks indicate stronger likelihood of in-

ferred causality for the observed disease phenotypes. The main contribution of this

dissertation can be summarized as follows:

1. A review on the state-of-the-art methods for computational disease genes dis-

covery and disease causing variants discovery, as well as genotype-phenotype

resources and standards of annotations.

2. A novel random-forest based method for the prioritization of candidate causative

genomic variants in Mendelian diseases, named, PhenomeNet Variant Predic-

tor (PVP), that intelligently integrates knowledge about phenotypes and their

associations with the genotype as obtained from human and model organisms
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studies. We demonstrate that PVP outperforms state-of-the-art methods for

variant prioritization on both simulated data and real patient data.

3. A novel deep learning method, named DeepPVP, that is based on PVP but

utilizes a deep artificial neural network and corrects for several biases in pheno-

type data. We demonstrate that DeepPVP provides an enhanced performance

for variant prioritization in Mendelian diseases, as compared to PVP, and other

state-of-the-art methods.

4. A novel deep learning method, named OligoPVP, to prioritize candidate oli-

gogenic combinations of variants causal for oligogenic diseases. To the best

of our knowledge, OligoPVP is the first method for the prioritization of vari-

ant combinations and it encodes further background knowledge from biological

networks to discover candidate disease modules.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a

background on genetic variations and common biological terminology used to describe

their various effects and associations with human genetic diseases. Chapter 1 presents

a comprehensive review on computational methods for disease genes discovery and the

prediction of functional effects of DNA sequence variants and their disease causality.

Chapter 4 is the problem statement and describes the hypothesis, the data, and the

approach for addressing the problem. Chapter 5 introduces PVP as a method for the

prioritization of candidate disease-causing variants for Mendelian diseases. Chapter 6

extends the work on PVP with a deep learning architecture and differences in training

along with experiments supporting the improved performance of DeepPVP over PVP

method. Chapter 7 describes OligoPVP, a method for the prioritization of oligogenic

variant combinations that describe oligogenic disease modules. Finally, Chapter 8

summarizes the research work and provides and outlook to future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 The Human Genome

Genetics involves “the study of genes, genetic variation, and heredity in living organ-

isms” [3]. Genetics as science was first established when Gregor Mendel systematically

analyzed traits of plant peas from one generation to the next and expressed his find-

ings as inheritable units responsible for the manifestation of observable characteristics

in the plants [4]. It was not until the beginning of the 1900s when the term Gene was

coined by Johannsen [5] to refer to inheritable units of an organism. On a molecular

level, genes are comprised of stretches of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), a molecule

first isolated by Friedrich Miescher in 1869 [6]. The DNA consists of two chains of

nucleotides that form a double helix where each nucleotide is composed of a phos-

phate group, a deoxyribose sugar, and one of four nucleobases (adenine (A), cytosine

(C), guanine (G), or thymine (T)) [7].

DNA codes for the genetic information of an organism. The flow of the genetic

information is referred to as the central dogma of molecular biology [8]. It involves the

process of converting the sequence of DNA nucleotides into ribonucleic acid (RNA),

called transcription, and the process of converting RNA into proteins, called trans-

lation. Proteins are macromolecules consisting of chains of amino acid residues.

Proteins differ by their sequence of amino acid residues, which determines their 3-

dimensional structure and functions. Proteins carry a wide range of functions within

organisms such as catalyzing chemical reactions, transporting and storing molecules,
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and cell signaling.

The human genome consists of around 3 billion DNA nucleotides, and DNA is

arranged into 22 pairs of chromosomes and one pair of sex chromosome, so that genes

are usually present twice (once on each chromosome). The variant forms at one

location (locus) in a chromosome are called alleles. Zygosity specifies the degree of

similarity between two alleles at the same locus. When the nucleotide or nucleotide

sequence at a locus (a single position or a region) is identical, the zygosity is referred

to as homozygote; if the nucleotide sequence is different, as a heterozygote.

A gene can be defined as a series of nucleotides in a DNA region that encodes a

polypeptide chain [9]. A gene is composed of intron and exon regions. An intron is a

stretch of DNA within the gene that is removed by RNA splicing, and hence, introns

do not directly code for proteins [10]. An exon is the portion of the gene sequence

that is retained after DNA transcription. The entire set of exons in an organism is

called an exome. It is estimated that the human genome contains between 20,000 and

25,000 genes on all human chromosomes [11]. The allele present at a specific locus is

called a genotype, a term introduced by Johannsen in 1903 [5].

2.2 Human Genetic Variations

The human DNA is approximately 99.9% identical in all humans [12]. The 0.1%

DNA difference is what makes each human unique. Genetic variation is the term

that is widely used to describe differences between human genomes. A key determi-

nant in the study of genetic diversity is allele frequency in a given population. The

frequency of alleles can be affected by several factors or mechanisms of evolution. In

natural selection, the effect of alleles carried by individuals on their traits determines

their survival and reproduction, hence affecting the frequency of those alleles in a

population. For instance, in positive selection, individuals carrying alleles that equip

them with more adaptive traits tend to survive and reproduce better, passing on their
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alleles to their offspring and increasing the allele frequency. On the other hand, in

negative selection, individuals carrying alleles with disadvantageous traits tend not

to survive or reproduce as well. Hence the alleles are less likely to be passed down to

next generations and eventually become rare or absent in the population.

Genetic variations can be classified according to their size and form into small-

scale variations and large-scale variations [13]. Small-scale genetic variations con-

stitute changes in nucleotides sequence that affect a relatively small region in the

nucleotides sequence, usually less than 1000 nucleotides. These small-scale variations

can be further classified according to their nature into single nucleotide base substitu-

tion, insertion, and deletion variations. Single nucleotide base substitution, commonly

referred to as Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP), involves the phenomenon of

substituting a single nucleotide base with another. A substitution variation is either

a transition (interchange of the nucleic acid base belonging to the same chemical

category, such as A↔G or C↔T), or a transversion (interchange of the nucleic acid

base belonging to the opposite chemical category, such as A↔T or C↔G). Inser-

tion or deletions, commonly referred to as indels, involve the addition or removal of

one or more nucleotides base letters. Large-scale genetic variations affect a genomic

region larger than 1000 nucleotides and are commonly referred to as structural varia-

tions. Structural variations include two categories; Copy Number Variations (CNVs)

or chromosomal rearrangement. CNVs happen when a large genomic region of DNA

is copied multiple times and the number of copies differs between individuals. Chro-

mosomal rearrangements may incur insertion, deletion, duplication, or inversion of a

large sequence of DNA nucleotide bases. Figure 2.1 summaries these classes of genetic

variations. Based on the position and nature of the genetic variations, their functional

consequences vary accordingly. As any two genomes will likely be different, variants

are identified based on agreed reference genomes [14]; if a genome has a different allele

at a locus than the reference genome, it is a variant with respect to the reference.
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Figure 2.1: Categories of genetic variations based on their molecular nature.

2.2.1 Genetic Variation in the Coding regions of DNA

Genetic variations in the coding regions of DNA can be exonic or intronic. Intronic

variants appear in the intron region of a gene, while exonic variants appear in the

exon region of the gene. Depending on the nature of variants in the coding sequence,

substitution variants can be classified as nonsynonymous or synonymous variants.

Nonsynonymous variants are those that alter the protein amino acid sequences during

DNA translation, while synonymous variants are those that do not alter the encoded

protein amino acid sequences (all with respect to a reference genome). Figure 2.2

illustrates the different classes of the described variants.

Even though synonymous variants do not alter the amino acid sequence, it has

been reported that synonymous variants could substantially contribute to disease risk

through various mechanisms [15]: these variants may affect mRNA splicing, mRNA

stability, protein conformation, and thus, influence protein expression and function

[15].
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Figure 2.2: Categories of genetic variations in the coding region of DNA

2.2.2 Genetic Variation in the Non-Coding regions of DNA

Historically, genetic variations in the coding region of DNA received much attention

in research regarding the study of their functional consequences for diseases. In

contrast, genetic variants in the non-coding region were believed to have a relatively

small role compared to variants in the coding DNA. Recently, increasing attention has

been placed on the study of non-coding variants and their effects on tissue-specific

gene expression [16]. Large-scale projects such as the Genotype-Tissue Expression

(GTEx) project [17] and the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) [18] aim

to document the role of non-coding variants in the regulation of gene expression.

In particular, the ENCODE project assigned biochemical functions for over 80% of

the genome, where the majority of them lie in the non-coding regions of the DNA

[18]. For instance, transcription factor binding sites, a type of DNA binding sites,

which are part of DNA non-coding regions are crucial for gene expression. Some of

these sites can sometimes be found hundreds of thousands nucleotides away from its

associated gene, which adds to the complexity of identifying them.
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2.2.3 Consequences of Genetic Variation

The efficient discovery and characterization of genetic variations became feasible re-

cently owed to the advances of genome sequencing technologies and availability of a

reference human genome [13]. The human reference genome is a database of DNA nu-

cleotides sequences collected and assembled from multiple individuals. For example,

the GRCh37 reference genome is assembled from 13 individuals [14].

Certain alleles may have deleterious effects if they reduce the reproductive fit-

ness of their carriers. Hence, they are less likely to be passed down to generations,

which eventually result in the removal of such alleles from the population. There-

fore, these alleles tend to be rare in a given population. Interestingly, the human

genome contains millions of genetic variants wherein thousands of them are rare [19],

and about 100 deleterious loss-of-function variants [20]. A deleterious variant may

become pathogenic for a particular disease depending on the function of the gene it

affects, the genetic background, and environmental conditions [2]. Some of the terms

used to describe genetic variations and their relation to diseases are defined as follows

[2]:

• Pathogenic: contributes mechanistically to disease, but is not necessarily fully

penetrant (i.e., may not be sufficient in isolation to cause disease).

• Associated: significantly enriched in disease cases compared to matched con-

trols.

• Deleterious: reduces the reproductive fitness of carriers, and would thus be

targeted by purifying natural selection.

• Protective: has a beneficial effect on the carrier, reducing or eliminating risk

of a disease.
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2.3 Human Genetic Diseases

A phenotype is defined as “the observable physical properties of an organism; these

include the organism’s appearance, development, and behavior” [21]. It is believed

that “Virtually all human diseases, except perhaps trauma, have a genetic compo-

nent” [22]. In some diseases, the genetic component is very large and inheriting

the genetic component will very likely cause the disease. Other diseases may have

a “modest” genetic component, and inheriting the genetic component would influ-

ence the risk of developing the disease, but not necessary its manifestation. For

such diseases, external environmental factors (such as smoking or exposure to certain

chemicals) play a role in addition to the genetic component.

Genetic diseases, although share a genetic origin, differ in the mechanisms of

disease etiology and development by their associated genetic variants. Some genetic

diseases may arise from the presence of single genetic variants while other genetic

conditions require the presence of a set of multiple genetic variants that together

give rise to the genetic disease or syndrome. Moreover, these variants differ in their

population frequency as well as their effect size or penetrance (i.e., the proportion of

individuals who harbor the variants and develop the associated disease). Typically,

variants with a large effect size tend to be deleterious and rare in frequency in a

population. On the other hand, variants with low or modest penetrance may not be

deleterious and hence have a higher frequency in the population.

2.3.1 Monogenic diseases

Monogenic diseases, also referred to as Mendelian diseases, are diseases that are

caused by a mutation in a single gene. An example of such diseases is Cystic fi-

brosis, a recessive disease that can be caused by a single homozygote variant in the

cystic fibrosis conductance transmembrane regulator (CFTR) gene [23]. Monogenic

diseases can exhibit different forms of inheritance modes. Dominant inheritance arises
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when a single heterozygote allele is sufficient to cause the disease. Recessive inheri-

tance requires a single homozygote allele in order to develop the disease. The genetic

variants that cause Mendelian diseases are observed to be rare in the population with

a deleterious large effect size [24]. Mendelian diseases have been studied extensively,

and their molecular basis is reported in multiple publicly available repositories [25].

The World Health Organization estimates that there are over 10,000 monogenic dis-

eases, where the global prevalence of such diseases at birth is approximately 10/1000

[26]. Given the rarity of these diseases, diagnosis is a challenge with respect to cost,

time, and required expertise.

2.3.2 Oligogenic diseases

Oligogenic diseases are diseases caused by variants affecting multiple genes. These

variants could vary in their frequency in the population and effect size. An example

of an oligogenic disease is Hirschsprung disease which is influenced by variants in

two genes, EDNRB and RET [27]. It is more challenging to identify the genetic

underpinning of such diseases given the complexity in determining the set of genetic

variants that contribute to the development of the diseases.

2.4 Model organisms and genetic diseases

The classical approach for studying genetic diseases is to determine the “genotype”

given the “phenotype”. This approach is referred to as forward genetics. Inversely,

reverse genetics involves determining the “phenotype” given the “genotype”. Re-

verse genetics is typically conducted through experimentation on model organisms as

disease models. Some examples of experiments include gene knockout, knockin, or

knockdown. Gene knockout experiments target a specific gene locus to completely “si-

lence” the gene, resulting in no gene expression. Inversely, gene knockin experiments

modify a specific gene locus by substitution or insertion of a nucleotide sequence to
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observe its effects on the organisms’ phenotypes. Knockdown experiments involve

modifying a specific gene to reduce its expression levels. The study of model or-

ganisms as disease models is providing valuable insight into inferring disease-causing

genes and variants since the human genome shares a remarkable similarity with other

model organisms. Many of the genes found in the human genome are also found in

other organisms such as mice, yeast, and zebra fish, and thus, research conducted

on model organisms is playing a significant role in identifying disease genes and de-

scribing the relationship between genotype and phenotype [28]. Not only have model

organisms aided in the discovery of disease genes, but they have also helped in char-

acterizing various phenotypes and traits associated with many genetic variants. Even

with new technologies emerging for the determination of disease-gene associations,

model organisms are still needed to help uncover the biological mechanisms and pro-

cesses involved in genetic diseases [29].
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Discovery of Genetic Variations

Detection of genetic variations present in a human requires experiments and subse-

quent computational processing. Sanger sequencing, a first generation approach was

the primary method for sequencing for two decades [30] and is still applied to se-

quence short regions of DNA. New and improved sequencing technologies have now

been developed [31] and these technologies vary in their cost, run time, error rate, and

length of DNA sequence fragments. The sequencing machine produces data files con-

taining DNA nucleotide sequences, called reads. These DNA reads are then processed

computationally to reconstruct the original DNA sequence in order.

Genomic alignment is the process of aligning the DNA short reads against the

reference genome, matching them to specific genomic positions. Several methods

have been proposed to tackle this task [32, 33, 34, 35]. The resulting aligned reads are

typically stored as a Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) file [36] and as a compressed

Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) file. Once the alignment stage is finished, variant

calling can be initiated to determine the difference between the aligned reads and the

reference genome. During this step, variants and their genotypes are identified, where

the confidence of each called variant depends on its coverage; the number of reads

available for its genomic position. SAMtools [37] and the Genome Analysis Toolkit

(GATK) [38] are widely used bioinformatics systems for variant calling. The detected

variants can be stored in several file formats including Variant Calling Format (VCF)
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file [39], and the Binary variant Call Format (BCF) [37]. A typical VCF file for a

sequenced exome may contain tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of variants.

An individual genome contains millions of variants in its VCF file, and computational

methods are usually required to provide an interpretation of this data.

3.2 Computational methods for the interpretation of genetic

variants

A widely adopted approach for providing insight into genotype-phenotype relations in

complex diseases is Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) [40]. GWAS has had

a significant impact on the field of human genetics by successfully linking thousands

of genetic variants to the predisposition of human diseases, phenotypes and traits

[40]. GWAS has aided in associating many common genetic variations to genetic

diseases. A GWAS involves examining a large set of genetic variants across multiple

individuals to discover, with some statistical power, the likelihood of an association

between some variants(s) and certain traits or diseases, in a hypothesis-free agnostic

manner [40]. An example of a traditional GWAS method uses statistical methods, for

example, chi-squared test, to investigate for each variant whether its allele frequency

is significantly altered between a set of healthy and affected individuals [41]. Many of

GWAS findings are publicly and freely accessible through dedicated databases [42, 43,

44, 45, 46]. Although GWAS are widely acknowledged for discovering disease-variant

associations, their major limitation falls under their inability to identify and explain

disease-causality of genetic variants [47]. While GWAS scan potentially hundreds of

thousands of variants in the genomes of a cohort to provide a relatively unbiased

identification of variants with moderate or low effect size, they can only establish

correlation but not causation [47]. Many of the loci reported by GWAS lie in the

noncoding regions of the DNA and are located far away from discovered genes, thereby

limiting the potential to explain disease mechanisms [47].
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In the case of monogenic diseases, family studies involve identifying a narrow set

of rare variants with functional effects of the candidate genes in multiple affected pa-

tients [48]. Family studies incorporate filters such as allele frequency, functional effects

of variants, and segregating variants using family relations as background knowledge.

Sequencing of parent-child trios has been successful in identifying causative de novo

mutations that are present only in the child [49]. The success of family-based studies

depends on the availability of multiple affected families. The use of WES for clin-

ical diagnosis of monogenic disorders was demonstrated in many large studies [50].

Now, there are several examples in the literature for similar studies which uses WGS

to identify candidate causative variants with success rate typically ranging between

20%-50% [50]. The relatively low success rate can be explained by the human ex-

ome containing around 30,000 variants with an estimated 100 loss-of-function variants

present [51]. Therefore, filtering those variants based on criteria such as allele fre-

quency would still leave hundreds of variants that need to be investigated in order

to pinpoint the disease-causing variant. This forms the main challenge in designing

mechanisms for the prioritization of disease variants for rare diseases [19].

Several variant analysis tools that predict their functional effects have been devel-

oped which are facilitating the discovery of functional and deleterious variants [52].

These methods typically leverage evolutionary, biochemical, or sometimes structural

information to predict deleterious variants. They differ in the approaches used to

encode for evolutionary information and conservation of genomic sequences as well

as their target genetic variants (i.e., coding, noncoding, or all variants). Methods

such as Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant (SIFT) [53], likelihood ratio test (LRT) [54],

Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling: (GERP++) [55], and the recently published

LINSIGHT [56], use exclusively evolutionary information about sequences to predict

their functional effects. SIFT is based on the assumption that variants appearing in

highly conserved DNA regions are likely to be deleterious. By applying multiple se-
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quence alignment techniques of homologous proteins, and calculating the probability

of all possible amino acid changes tolerated, SIFT establishes a probability cutoff for

determining whether a variant will be predicted as tolerated or deleterious. Such a

concept can be applicable genome-wide, although methods such as SIFT, and LIN-

SIGHT are designed for assessment of variants in the coding and noncoding DNA

respectively. Others methods such as Polymorphism Phenotyping (PolyPhen2) [57]

and SNAP2 [58], incorporate the effect of variants on secondary structures of pro-

teins in addition to conservation features. For instance, PolyPhen2, utilizes a naive

Bayes classifier coupled with evolutionary and structural information about the vari-

ants to make its predictions. Such methods aim to evaluate whether the variants will

negatively alter the protein’s structure properties such as its hydrophobic core and

interactions with ligands. Although such features are useful in prediction of delete-

riousness, they are limited in its application to only nonsynonymous variants (i.e.,

variants that alter the protein amino acid sequence). Therefore, they can not be ap-

plied genome-wide. Another limitation of these methods is that they depend greatly

on the accuracy and phylogenetic scope of the used multiple sequence alignment tech-

niques [2]. It has been shown that such methods yield a false positive rate of around

10%-20% [59].

Other approaches for prediction of functional effects of coding and noncoding DNA

variants include those trained in a supervised manner on known disease-causing vari-

ants obtained from publicly available databases including ClinVar [60] and HGMD

[61]. These approaches encode multiple features including precomputed scores ob-

tained from methods such as SIFT and PolyPhen2. Examples include FATHMM-

MKL [62], MutationTaster [63], GWAVA [64], the Combined AnnotationDependent

Depletion (CADD) [65], and DANN [66]. By directly or indirectly (through the use

of precomputed scores from other methods) encoding different features representing

conservation of sequences and various properties of DNA sequences, these methods
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aim to provide a generalized approach towards the interpretation of functional conse-

quences that takes into account different evidence scores from different methods. In

doing so, they aim to increase the scope of applicability of variants (not limited to

nonsynonymous variants), and the information sources for predicting deleteriousness

of variants (for example, by incorporating regulatory effects from ENCODE [67] and

JASPAR [68]). For instance, CADD trains a support vector machine (SVM) classifier

using over a thousand features to predict the deleteriousness of both SNPs and indels

[65]. DANN was shown to outperform CADD by training a deep neural network to

capture the non-linear relationships among the features associated with the training

data using the same features and training data used for CADD [66]. Although such

methods achieve good benchmark performance, they suffer from some limitations.

Since a typical genome contains around 100 LOF variants which completely inac-

tivate around 20 genes, it is quite possible that such variants will be identified as

deleterious. Furthermore, methods that score pathogenicity will often not be useful

in examining the effects of gain-of-function variants [19].

Inspired by a large number of tools developed to assess the deleteriousness of ge-

netic variants, ANNOVAR [69] and the Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) [70] have been

developed to provide functional annotations of genetic variants for various methods.

These tools can be used to filter out variants based on their observed frequencies

from multiple resources such as the 1000 Genome Project as well as filtering based

on the variants functional effect scores. The key contribution of these tools is that

they combine multiple types of information, from several different methods; however,

they do not use these tools directly but rather precompute the prediction scores and

annotate variants based on a lookup table.
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3.3 Phenotype-aware discovery of candidate disease-causing

variants

3.3.1 Representation of genotype-phenotype knowledge

Given the massive amount of genotype-phenotype data derived from phenotyping

projects of human and model organisms, it is becoming evident that expressing pheno-

types using natural language has its limitations. Such limitations include introducing

ambiguity, and its dependability on the background knowledge of the expert docu-

menting these phenotypes [71]. To overcome these limitations, there have been efforts

in creating a standardized common language that facilitates applicability across mul-

tiple domains as well as the interpretation of findings obtained from different experi-

mental pipelines. One of the most prominent ways to describe phenotypes is through

the adoption of structured and semantically formalized ontologies that deal with the

issues of both standardization and computability. There are multiple ontologies def-

initions in the literature, but in the context of biomedical sciences, ontologies are

expected to exhibit a set of features to enable their applications [71]. These features

are classes and relations, a domain vocabulary, textual definitions and descriptions,

and lastly, formal definitions and axioms to enable automated reasoning. One of the

early developed bio-ontologies is Gene Ontology (GO) which describes the attributes

of genes and gene products in a species-independent manner [72]. GO encompasses

three ontologies; Biological Process, Molecular Function, and Cellular Component,

providing annotations for genes, gene products or gene-product groups. Biological

Process component describes the chemical or physical processes of the involved genes

or gene products. The success of GO has encouraged the development of many ontolo-

gies including those describing phenotype-genotype relations for multiple eukaryotic

organisms. The Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) is a widely used formal ontology

that provides a standardized vocabulary of phenotypic clinical abnormalities encoun-
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tered in human diseases [73]. HPO was preceded by the creation of the Mammalian

Phenotype ontology (MP) [74] that describes phenotypic information related to the

mouse and other mammalian species. Table 3.1 lists some phenotype ontologies for

humans, several model organisms, plants, and micro-organisms.

Ontology # classes

Human phenotype ontology (HPO) [73] 15,381
Dictyostelium phenotype ontology (DDPHENO) [75] 1,058
Drosophila phenotype ontology (DPO) [76] 506
Mouse pathology ontology (MPATH) [77] 889
Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP) [74] 30,316
Worm Phenotype Ontology (WBPhenotype) [78] 2,435
Ascomycete Phenotype ontology (APO) 619
Flora phenotype ontology (FLOPO) [79] 28,430
Fission Yeast Phenotype Ontology (FYPO) [80] 9,870
Cell microscopical phenotype ontology (CMPO) [81] 813
Ontology for microbial phenotypes (OMP) [82] 1,120

Table 3.1: Landscape of phenotype ontologies. Statistics as of May 2018.

In an effort to unify phenotype descriptions, enable interoperability, and facilitate

automated reasoning, the Phenotype And Trait Ontology (PATO) [83] framework

was built. Not only does PATO represents an ontology scheme, but it also provides

an Entity-Quality (EQ) formalism to express phenotype statements [84]. In an EQ

setup, a phenotype is defined as Entity, which is characterized by a Quality that cap-

tures the properties or attributes of the Entity. The Entity comes from the reference

ontology such as GO or anatomy ontology, whereas the Quality component comes

from PATO ontology. For instance, to describe the trait heart morphology using the

EQ method, the class heart (from an anatomy ontology) is used as Entity and the

class morphology (from PATO) is used as Quality. Another variation is to represent

a phenotype by linking two entities with a single quality. The EQ formalism for de-

scribing phenotypes works extremely well in most scenarios. The PATO framework

has facilitated ontology-based data integration, especially in a phenotypic context.

Applications include semantic search across different ontologies [85, 86], and enrich-
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ment over ontologies [87]. Intuitively, the need to enable interoperability between

phenotype ontologies to facilitate data integration can be fulfilled through the use of

standardized identifiers for naming classes and relations in an ontology. Subsequently,

these standardized class names can be used to annotate database entities, and enable

efficient data integration and mining across these databases.

There has been a substantial effort for collecting and classifying human diseases.

For instance, the Disease Ontology (DO) [88] is a standardized framework for provid-

ing descriptions of human diseases and phenotypes. There is an overlap frequently

observed between phenotype and disease ontologies. Such overlap can be seen in HPO

and DO where both ontologies contain the class Alzheimer disease (HP:0002511) as

well as the class hypotrichosis or generalized hypotrichosis. These classes may be re-

garded as a “phenotype” if occurring with other signs or symptoms, or as a disease

in itself if isolated. This renders the use of ontology mapping techniques for the

identification of overlapping or equivalent classes in different ontologies feasible [89].

The development of multiple disease and phenotype ontologies has a wide variety of

applications including clinical diagnostics, mapping of phenotypes between human

and model organisms, and standardizing vocabulary in clinical databases.

3.3.2 Resources of genotype-phenotype knowledge

Human genotype-phenotype resources

The abundance of genetic and phenotypic data aided by the advances in NGS tech-

nologies has led to the establishment of multipledisease databases that characterize

genotype-phenotype relations and provide information about genetic variation and

their effect on human health. These databases vary in size, the area of focus, or over-

all structural representation of information [90]. They document the functional and

pathogenic significance of human genetic variations within the scientific community.

Examples of these databases for genetic diseases, along with some of their statistical
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summaries are listed in Table 3.2.

In the case of monogenic diseases, the following databases focus mainly on genetic

variations and their pathogenicity for mostly rare diseases.

• Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man

The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) is a freely accessible, regu-

larly updated comprehensive database of human genes and genetic phenotypes

related to Mendelian diseases [91]. The online database was established in 1985

and made public by 1987. In 1995, the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-

mation (NCBI) developed the OMIM database. OMIM provides a sophisticated

search tool where users can search for diseases and phenotypes by DO terms or

HPO terms.

• Orphanet

Orphanet is another publicly available multilingual knowledgebase on rare dis-

eases and orphan drugs [92]. It provides a catalog of rare diseases classified

and cross-referenced with other databases. It also includes an inventory of or-

phan drugs at all stages of development along with other resources that aim

to assist clinicians in providing a diagnosis. Recently, in a collaboration be-

tween Orphanet and EBI, the Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology (ORDO) [89]

was developed to capture relationships between genes and diseases linking other

terminologies, databases, or classifications. ORDO is maintained by Orphanet

and is updated monthly.

• ClinVar

One of the most comprehensive databases of genetic variations for the inter-

pretation of human genetic variants and their phenotypes is ClinVar. ClinVar

[60] is a publicly accessible database that archives the relationships between
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reported human genetic variants, their phenotypes, and their effect on human

health along with the evidence supporting these effects. ClinVar utilizes the

Sequence Ontology [93] to represent molecular consequence, type of variation,

and location of genes. ClinVar also provides the mapping of HPO terms to the

phenotypes associated with the genetic variants reported in the database. Each

reported variant is accompanied by a value representing its clinical significance.

That is, the clinical significance metric annotates whether the variants are be-

nign, likely benign, likely pathogenic, pathogenic, affects drug response, risk

factor, or protective. Entries in ClinVar are mapped to known disease pheno-

types such as OMIM and Orphanet which further facilitates the analysis and

interpretation of these variants by computational tools.

• The Human Gene Mutation Database

The Human Gene Mutation Database [61] is another gold-standard resource of

known mutations that cause or are associated with human genetic diseases. It

was established in 1996 and evolved to become a central unified disease-oriented

mutation repository. It has two versions, one that is publicly freely available,

and a subscription-based alternative. HGMD contains the mapping of variants

to several ontologies such as GO, DO, and HPO.

In the case of oligogenic diseases, the following resources curate information about

genetic variations and their associated phenotypes.

• Digenic diseases database

The Digenic diseases database (DIDA) [94] is a recent curation effort that aims

to catalog detailed information on genes and their associated genetic variants

causative of digenic diseases, which are the simplest form of oligogenic diseases.

It provides annotations for HPO, variants consequences, and zygosity.
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• GWAS Central

GWAS Central [43] is a database that provides a comprehensive collection

of summary level findings from genetic association studies in human, mainly

GWAS. Established in 1998 as The Human Genome Bi-Allelic Sequence (HG-

BASE) database, it was the first publicly available SNP database. It incorpo-

rates data of known SNPs from external databases such as the Single Nucleotide

Polymorphism Database (dbSNP) [95] as well as other GWAS databases. HPO

is used to annotate phenotypes observed in the studies reported in GWAS Cen-

tral.

• GWAS Catalog

The GWAS Catalog [42] is a repository of a manually curated collection of

all reported GWAS. It was founded in 2008 by the National Human Genome

Research Institute (NHGRI) and is currently maintained jointly by NHGRI

and the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI). Unlike the previously

mentioned databases, the GWAS Catalog maps traits using the Experimental

Factor Ontology (EFO) [96]. This is because traits in this database are diverse

and include disease, disease markers, and non-clinical phenotypes.

• DisGeNET

Given the enormous number of disease databases available, it is becoming evi-

dent that integrating all these resources into a single platform is necessary for

the scientific community. DisGeNET [97] was created as a publicly available

queryable discovery platform that integrates information on gene-disease associ-

ations and variant-diseases associations from the medical literature and multiple

public data repositories. DisGeNET includes information on human Mendelian

and complex diseases and also animal disease models. There are several ontolo-

gies that are adopted by DisGeNET. For instance, PANTHER Protein Class
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Ontology [98] was used for classification of genes, while DO, HPO, and MP

terms were used to provide annotations for disease associations and phenotypes

of human and mouse models respectively. Moreover, an ontology representing

DisGeNET associations were created to systematically integrate gene-disease

association data, called DisGeNET association type ontology. This ontology

formally structures associations found in external databases.

Database Summary Statistics

Online Mendelian Inheritance
in Man (OMIM) [91]

15,885 genes and 8,593 diseases

ClinVar [60] 30,180 genes for 406,930 variants

Orphanet [92] 3,573 genes and 5,856 diseases

DisGeNET [97] 561,119 associations between 17,074 genes and 20,370
diseases and phenotypes

The Digenic diseases database
(DIDA) [94]

448 variants in 169 genes causative of 54 diseases

DECIPHER [99] 4,223 sequence variants and 76,783 diseases and phe-
notypes

The Human Gene Mutation
Database (HGMD) [61]

9,073 genes and 224,642 variants

GWAS Central [43] 2,974,967variants and 829 diseases

GWAS Catalog [42] 61,173 SNP-trait associations

Table 3.2: Some of the widely used databases for characterizing human genes, phe-
notypes, and their genetic variants (as of May 2018).

Model organisms genotype-phenotype resources

In the study of model organisms, there are several species-specific databases that col-

lect information about associations between genes and phenotypes obtained from pub-

lished articles. All these databases fall under the notion of Model Organism Databases

(MODs) which aim to provide researchers with in-depth information on gene, func-

tion, and phenotypes associated with a given model organism. All MODs use Gene

Ontology (GO) to describe gene functions, the processes they are involved in, and

their cellular location. For example, WormBase [100] is a repository of Caenorhabditis
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elegans and other nematodes and provides annotations with Worm Phenotype Ontol-

ogy (WFO) [78], and DO among others. FlyBase [101] is a database for Drosophila

melanogaster and it annotates its content using several ontologies including Molecular

Interactions Ontology [102], DO, Sequence Ontology [103], and Fly Anatomy ontol-

ogy [104]. Another MOD is the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [105] which

provides genetic and biological data for the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

DictyBase [106] is a MOD for Dictyostelium discoideum known as slime mold. Table

3.3 presents some model organisms databases. The primary databases utilized within

the scope of this work are:

• The International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium

To support research on model organisms, specifically mouse, the International

Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC) was founded in 2011 with an aim

to systematically phenotype 20,000 knockout mouse strains and provide their

respective data publicly and freely [107]. The outcome of these experiments will

be deposited at the Knockout Mouse Project Repository [108] and the European

Mutant Mouse Archive [109]. The goal of IMPC is to provide “the first truly

comprehensive functional catalog of a mammalian genome”.

• The Mouse Genome Informatics

The Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) is one of the most widely used resources

for data on laboratory mice. MGI is comprised of the Mouse Genome Database

(MGD) [110] which collects phenotype and functional annotations of mouse

genes and alleles, and the Gene Expression Database (GXD) [111] for mouse

developmental expression data.

• The Zebrafish Information Network

The Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN) [112] is a publicly accessible database

that collects zebrafish genetic, genomic and developmental data.
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Database Summary Statistics

The International Mouse Phe-
notyping Consortium (IMPC)
[107]

4,918 phenotyped genes

The Mouse Genome Informat-
ics (MGI) [110]

24,401 gene records with protein sequence data and
61,901 genotypes with phenotype annotations

The Zebrafish Information
Network (ZFIN) [112]

37,141 gene records and 114,097 phenotypes

The Rat Genome Database
(RGD) [113]

45,742 gene records and 446,973 variants

Flybase [101] 248,194 gene records and 247 diseases

The Saccharomyces Genome
Database (SGD) [105]

6,448 gene records and 146,128 phenotype associations

WormBase [100] 235,375 gene records, and 434,920 phenotype associa-
tions

Table 3.3: Some databases characterizing model organisms’ genes, phenotypes, and
their genetic variants with some statistics (as of May 2018).

3.4 Phenotype-driven methods for predicting candidate dis-

ease genes and disease variants

The standardization of phenotype ontologies, and the development of cross-species

anatomy and physiology ontologies such as GO and Uberon [114], along with auto-

mated reasoning over these ontologies have enabled effective computational integra-

tion of phenotype data across species. Model organisms phenotypes can now directly

contribute to the advancement of translational research. Some notable applications

include predicting the causative genes of rare human diseases, and, more recently,

prioritizing causative variants from undiagnosed clinical exomes [115]. Next, we dis-

cuss some computational approaches for the discovery of candidate disease genes and

disease variants.
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3.4.1 Methods for prioritization of candidate disease-causing

genes

The heterogeneous nature of human genetic diseases and their phenotypes has been a

great challenge in designing computational tools for the analysis of phenotypic data

and their association with the genotype. Since the molecular basis of many of the

genetic diseases is still unknown, there has been a great effort in developing compu-

tational methods for candidate genes prioritization based on functional annotation,

sequence-derived features, or gene-expression data [116, 117, 118, 119, 120]. Other

approaches include sequencing multiple affected patients and looking for the affected

genes [121], and linkage analysis [122]. However, these classical approaches result in

hundreds of candidate genes, making it difficult to assess their outcomes. Overall, it

remains a major challenge in genetics to identify candidate disease genes [52, 123].

Methods for prioritizing candidate disease genes can be classified into two broad

categories; guilt by association based methods, and de novo gene discovery meth-

ods. Guilt by associations methods assume that “genes with related functions tend

to share properties such as genetic or physical interactions” [124]. In other words,

guilt by association is based on the hypothesis that interacting genes are likely to

be associated with the same phenotypes. Guilt by association methods exploit func-

tional or topological similarity for inferring candidate disease genes [125, 126]. These

methods use data available in various biological databases, coupled with statistics to

identify candidate genes in silico. An example of such approach involves generating

a likelihood for every gene in the biological network and ranking them accordingly

as candidate genes. Several methods have been developed based on guilt by asso-

ciations such as those based on finding direct neighbors of known disease genes or

computing the shortest path to known disease genes [127, 128]. These methods vary

by the utilized data resources or the strategies adopted for computing the associa-

tions. One interesting method that adopts the core concept of guilt by association
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is walking the interactome [129, 130]. It is based on the assumption that genes that

share the same or similar disease phenotype tend to lie in proximity to each other

in the protein-protein interaction network. Walking the interactome utilizes global

network-similarity measures through the application of random walk on graphs [131],

in a protein-protein interaction network to capture the relationships between genes

and prioritize candidate disease genes. Random walk with restart is formally defined

as:

pt+1 = (1− r)Wpt + rp0 (3.1)

where W is the column-normalized adjacency matrix of the network and pt is the

probability vector for each node at time step t. It was demonstrated that this ap-

proach outperformed previously proposed methods by achieving an area under the

ROC curve of up to 98% on simulated data for predicting candidate disease-genes

of Mendelian diseases. In the case of oligogenic diseases, Disease Module Detection

(DIAMOnD) algorithm [132] is an example of a guilt by association approach. Given

a set of known disease genes, the algorithm aims to infer unknown disease genes

and identify diseases modules using a derived p-value for estimating connectivity sig-

nificance for genes in the human interactome, and ranking candidate disease genes

accordingly. DIAMOnD was demonstrated to achieve better performance compared

to random walk approach on a set of diseases genes representing 70 complex dis-

eases. Spectral-based graph clustering techniques have also been demonstrated in the

latest Disease Module Identification DREAM Challenge to precede other proposed

approaches in performance [133].

One of the main limitations of guilt by association methods arises from its poten-

tial bias introduced through building the assumption on functional genomics. That

is, since the knowledge of various biological networks is incomplete and imbalanced

(i.e, some genes are well studies where others are still uncharacterized), having such

inconsistencies on the reference genes set will affect the outcomes of the method,
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subsequently neglecting the potential role of uncharacterized genes and selecting the

well-annotated genes [124]. In other words, such an approach will only discover dis-

ease genes consistent with what we already know about the disease and its molecular

basis. Another limitation comes from the use of a single biological network for dis-

covery which in reality will not be able to capture all the relevant relations. For

instance, using coexpression data alone will fail to detect many effects of posttran-

scriptional modifications, while relying on protein-protein interaction data alone will

fail to capture transcriptional regulation. Therefore, incorporating multiple biologi-

cal networks such as coexpression networks and protein-protein interaction networks

into a single heterogeneous network will aid in overcoming such limitation to infer

stronger relationships between disease genes [52].

On the other hand, de novo gene discovery methods aim to discover new associ-

ations between genes and diseases without the prior assumption of “guilt” between

genes. One of the de novo gene discovery methods is text mining. Text mining

techniques can be universally applied to identify candidate genes from literature and

databases in rare and complex genetic diseases [134, 135]. For example, the T-HOD

database is a text-mined candidate disease gene database for three cardiovascular

diseases: hypertension, obesity, and diabetes (type 1 and type 2), that is regularly

updated by the text mining system and also verified by domain experts [136]. An-

other interesting method [137] integrates text mining of literature and data-mining

of human gene expression data to prioritize candidate disease genes based on their

expression in disease-affected tissues. It is also worth mentioning that text mining

can be viewed as a guilt by association method if the intended use is to search for

co-occurrences of genes given the occurrences of some genes and phenotypes, thus

inferring the co-occurred genes as also disease-genes. Text mining-based methods

usually do not yield significant accuracy in performance and are generally regarded

as a complementary approach that is utilized in conjunction with other methods like
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those based on the ontological representation of biological data.

With the availability of many ontologies in biology and biomedical domains, it

is evident that the transformation of biological data into formal representation us-

ing the Web Ontology Language OWL [138] provides an unprecedented opportunity

for the accurate prediction of disease candidate genes [139]. Multiple ontology-based

approaches have been proposed as forms of de novo gene discovery methods for the

prioritization of candidate disease genes. Phenomizer [140] is a tool that leverages

the use of semantic similarities to measure phenotype similarities between genes and

Mendelian diseases by incorporating the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) anno-

tations. This tool provides an accurate performance in comparison to simple term

matching approaches for the identification of candidate disease genes for a set of

disease phenotypes. Inspired by the availability of phenotyping data obtained from

many experimental studies from model organisms and the need for characterizing

their direct effect on human health and physiology, PhenomeNET [86] was estab-

lished. PhenomeNET was one of the first attempts to link model organisms pheno-

types with human disease phenotypes. It is represented in the form of a cross-species

phenotype network that is constructed by transforming phenotype ontologies into

formal representation and applying semantic similarity to the resulting phenotypic

network. PhenomeNet currently is comprised of 124,730 complex phenotype nodes

originating from several model organisms databases (i.e. yeast, fish, worm, fly, rat,

slime mold and mouse) as well as human disease phenotypes obtained from OMIM

and OrphaNet databases. It was demonstrated that PhenomeNET is an effective

and accurate method for the prioritization of disease candidate genes as well as the

identification of orthologous genes and genes involved in the same pathway. An-

other method that incorporates model organisms phenotypic data is Phenodigm [85].

Phenodigm integrates phenotypic data from human, mouse, and zebra fish and ap-

plies semantic similarity between each pair of concepts from the resulting aligned
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cross-species ontology. In this work, we adopt PhenomeNet ontology (for human,

mouse, and zebrafish), and we compute semantic similarity using Resnik’s measure

[141] defined as:

Sim(c1, c2) = max
c∈S(c1,c2)

[− log p(c)] (3.2)

where c1 and c2 are the two concepts being evaluated and S(c1, c2) is the set of

concepts that subsume both c1 and c2. This similarity measure is coupled with the

Best Matching Average (BMA) strategy for combining pairwise similarities, where

BMA averages the best similarity values for each term. We use Resnik’s information

content [141] computed over the corpus of gene-phenotype associations as specificity

measure for each class in the phenotype ontology by considering only the content of

the least common subsumer. A least common subsumer is the deepest shared parent

between two classes in the ontology.

The use of gene-level approaches to computationally determine candidate disease

genes is useful in restricting the search space of causal genetic variations in per-

sonal exomes or genomes. However, an exome/genome may contain multiple variants

affecting the candidate disease genes loci, and hence determining the variants of sig-

nificance remain a challenging task. The problem is even more prominent in the case

of oligogenic diseases, where combinations of genetic variants in multiple genes need

to be assessed. Therefore, investigating variant-level evidence to further pinpoint the

candidate causal disease variants is needed.

3.4.2 Methods for prioritization of candidate disease-causing

variants

Following up from the success of phenotype-driven disease-genes prioritization meth-

ods, several methods were proposed that aim to discriminate phenotypically relevant

genetic variants rather than just predicting the functional effects of variants. It is

therefore required to have standardized phenotype annotations from HPO and MP
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in order to utilize such methods. One of the early acknowledged methods for disease-

causing variants prioritization that takes on the phenotypic relevance of genes is

eXtasy [142]. This approach integrates, in a machine learning model, multiple delete-

rious prediction scores along with haploinsufficiency prediction score; the phenomena

where having only a single functional copy of a gene is insufficient to maintain normal

gene function. This integration leads to a phenotype-specific prioritization scheme

based on HPO as derived from Phenomizer. However, eXtasy is limited to prioritiz-

ing nonsynonymous single-nucleotide variants (nSNVs) only. Exomiser [115] was later

proposed as another method for prioritizing variants obtained through WES data. Ex-

omiser leverages the use of an integrated cross-species phenotypic network of human

and model organisms phenotypes for determining genes that are phenotypically rele-

vant for the patient phenotypes. Exomsier was recently extended to prioritize WGS

data including variants in the non-coding region of DNA, called Genomiser [143].

Phenotype Driven Variant Ontological Re-ranking Tool (Phevor) [144] is another ap-

proach that aims to reprioritize WES data variants as outputted from any variant

prioritization tool. Phevor combines gene function, disease, and phenotype knowledge

as expressed in multiple biomedical ontologies to rerank the variants. These methods

suffer from varied false-positive incident rates that are inherited from the features

they exploit for training, or from the design patterns of training that potentially lead

to overfitting, and hence, inconsistent performance [145]. Table 3.4 summaries some

information about some of the methods used for the interrogation of human genomes

and exomes for pathogenicity and disease causality.

It is therefore much needed to develop a unified approach that is applicable for all

SNPs and indels present in an exome or genome while exploiting genotype-phenotype

knowledge to better capture candidate causative variants for the patient’s observed

phenotypes. Such intelligent variant prioritization method would be designed to dis-

tinguish between disease-causing variants from the rest of the irrelevant deleterious
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variants or benign variants based on the patient’s phenotypes.
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Method Main Features Approach Training
Data

Sorting Intolerant from Toler-
ant (SIFT) [53]

Evolutionary Probabilistic NA

Likelihood ratio test (LRT)
[54]

Evolutionary Likelihood ratio
test

NA

Genomic Evolutionary Rate
Profiling: GERP++ [55]

Evolutionary Maximum likeli-
hood estimation

NA

LINSIGHT [56] Evolutionary Probabilistic with
a generalized lin-
ear model

NA

Polymorphism Phenotyping
(PolyPhen2) [57]

Evolutionary, structural Nave Bayes classi-
fier

UniProt

SNAP2 [57] Evolutionary, structural Neural network UniProt,
HumVar,
OMIM

FATHMM-MKL [62] Evolutionary, ENCODE [67] Multiple kernel
learning

HGMD

MutationTaster [63] Evolutionary, ENCODE [67],
JASPAR [68]

Bayes classifier HGMD

GWAVA [64] GERP, ENCODE [67], JAS-
PAR [68] annotations

Random Forest HGMD

The Combined Annota-
tionDependent Depletion
(CADD) [65]

SIFT, PolyPhen2, GERP,
ENCODE [67], and more

Support Vector
Machine (SVM)

Observed
from En-
sembl EPO

DANN [66] SIFT, PolyPhen2, GERP,
ENCODE [67], and more

Deep neural net-
work (DNN)

Observed
from En-
sembl EPO

eXtasy [142] SIFT, PolyPhen-2, Mutation-
Taster, LRT, haploinsuffi-
ciency, phenotypic similarity

Random Forest HGMD

Exomiser [115] SIFT, PolyPhen-2, Mutation-
Taster, phenotypic similarity

Logistic Regres-
sion

HGMD and
ClinVar

Genomizer [143] SIFT, PolyPhen-2, Mutation-
Taster, phenotypic similarity

Logistic Regres-
sion

HGMD and
ClinVar

Phenotype Driven Variant
Ontological Re-ranking Tool
(Phevor) [144]

GO, MP, DO, and HPO on-
tology mapping

Probabilistic NA

Table 3.4: Summary of some of variant prioritization methods
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Chapter 4

Problem Statement

Given the abundance of genetic variants that are present in a human exome or genome,

it is very crucial to accurately distinguish the disease-causing variants from the rest

of benign and irrelevant functional variants. It is estimated that a human genome

contains around 100 loss-of-function alleles, with about 20 genes completely inacti-

vated [51]. It is clear that identifying the causative variants among this large set of

variants is much needed in order to facilitate effective diagnosis of genetic diseases.

In light of the discussion presented in the previous chapters concerning trends and

challenges in prioritizing candidate disease-causing variants for genetic diseases, the

problem addressed in this dissertation is as follows:

Given a set of genetic variants obtained from WES or WGS data,

can we effectively combine:

• Molecular properties of the variants

• Gene-disease associations of respective variants

• Disease modules identified from molecular networks

to prioritize candidate causative variants for Mendelian disease, and

explain their mechanisms in oligogenic disease?
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4.1 Hypothesis

The problem described in this thesis tackles variant prioritization for two categories

of human genetic diseases, monogenic (Mendelian) diseases, and oligogenic diseases.

Given the nature of these diseases, the problem will be addressed for both scenarios

based on the following hypothesis:

• Variant prioritization for Mendelian diseases

In the case of Mendelian diseases, we would like to test whether combining

molecular information about the human genetic variants that describe their

functional and deleteriousness effects, along with gene-disease association in-

formation encoded via PhenomeNet phenotypic semantic similarity of human

and model organisms genes, could effectively and accurately identify candidate

disease-causing variants in personal genomes for patients of Mendelian diseases.

• Variant prioritization for oligogenic diseases

This hypothesis involves testing whether combining molecular information about

the genetic variants that describe their functional and deleteriousness effects,

along with gene-disease association information as encoded via PhenomeNet

phenotypic semantic similarity of human and model organisms genes, along

with information encoded in biological networks, could effectively and accu-

rately identify candidate disease-causing variants in personal genomes for pa-

tients of oligogenic diseases.

4.2 Personal Genome Data

In this thesis, we will exploit the use of publicly accessible sequencing data from

multiple resources. This will be vital for conducting a systematic evaluation of our

proposed predictive models for the identification of candidate disease-causing variants

of patients of Mendelian and oligogenic diseases.
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• The 1000G Project

The 1000G Project [146] is an international endeavor that ran between 2008

and 2015 with an aim to create the largest public catalog of diverse human

population variation and genotype data. The project publicly and freely pro-

vides WES and WGS data for over 2000 anonymous samples across different

ethnicities with some related individuals. The project server provides raw BAM

files along with Variant Calling Format (VCF) files for the scientific commu-

nity to use for the analysis and interpretation of the human genome. The

1000G Project data will be used to create synthetic patients using the known

pathogenic variants associated with Mendelian and oligogenic diseases for com-

parative analysis purposes. Synthetic exomes/genomes for Mendelian diseases

can be created by inserting annotated pathogenic variants from ClinVar, while

for the case of digenic diseases (i.e, the simplest form of oligogenic diseases),

we utilize the DIDA database for such a task. In both cases, the synthetic

genome/exome will form synthetic patients with phenotypes defined as those

annotated with the inserted pathogenic variant(s).

• The UK10K Project

The UK10K project [147] is a population-based project to sequence nearly

10,0000 individuals from the UK population. The project aims to characterize

rare and low-frequency variants and their association to human traits and ge-

netic diseases. The project is divided into two main branches. The first branch

focuses on providing WGS data for studying the effects of genetic variation in

various traits including those of clinical relevance in around 4000 healthy indi-

viduals. The second branch focuses on analyzing WES data from around 6000

individuals harboring rare genetic diseases, severe obesity or neurodevelopmen-

tal disorders. We have obtained access to exomes of patients of rare diseases,

and we will use the samples of patients of congenital hypothyroidism, with a
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confirmed molecular diagnosis, to evaluate our proposed models and compare

them with state-of-the-art approaches for variant prioritization.

4.3 Approach

The integrative approach that we will adapt to test the hypothesis will leverage the

use of multiple machine learning methods for building accurate predictive models for

prioritization of disease-causing variants. The features used to encode the biological

information discussed in our hypothesis can be summarized as follows:

• Functional effects of variants

The molecular information about the variants will be characterized using their

respective prediction scores as obtained from CADD, GWAVA, and DANN

methods which will assess the functional effects of variants. These three scores

will collectively be used as features for representing functional effects of genomic

variants.

• PhenomeNet phenotypic semantic similarity

The cross-species phenotypic network derived by PhenomeNet generates an ac-

curate representation of gene-disease association captured from reported studies

of human, mouse, and zebra fish. We collect the mutant model organism phe-

notypes for mouse from the MGI database, human phenotypes from the HPO

database, and zebrafish phenotypes from the ZFIN database. After that, we

compute the semantic similarity between a patient’s phenotypes and the collec-

tion of model organisms and human phenotypes using Resnik’s measure with

the Best Matching Average (BMA) strategy for combining pairwise similari-

ties. We use Resnik’s information content measure computed over the corpus of

gene-phenotype associations (from human, mouse, and zebrafish) as a specificity

measure for each class in the phenotype ontology.
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• Disease (phenotype) module identification

The information encoded in various biological networks such as protein-protein

interactions (PPIs) and genetic co-expression provide an important clue about

the disruption of various protein functions and gene expression especially in the

context of oligogenic diseases that manifest from mutations occurring in multiple

genes [148]. One of the challenges in genetic diagnosis for oligogenic diseases

is the identification of disease (or if unknown, phenotypes) modules that are

unique to the patient under study. In this work, we utilize STRINGdb, partic-

ularly PPIs to develop a method to prioritize combinations of genetic variants

that are likely causal for oligogenic diseases. We determine these combinations

of variants based on their respective genes connectivity in a PPI network.
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Chapter 5

Semantic Prioritization of Novel Causative Genomic Variants

I published the work presented in this chapter at PLOS Computational Biology (Pa-

per citation: Boudellioua I, Mahamad Razali RB, Kulmanov M, Hashish Y, Bajic

VB, Goncalves-Serra E, Schoenmakers N, Gkoutos GV, Schofield PN, and Hoehndorf

R. (2017) Semantic prioritization of novel causative genomic variants. PLOS Com-

putational Biology 13(4): e1005500. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005500).

My contribution involves the curation of genomic and phenotypic data, the design

of the methodology and formal analysis, the investigation and validation of findings,

the visualization of results, the implementation of the software, and the writing of

the manuscript. The full author contribution is as follows: Conceptualization: RH

PNS GVG, Data curation: YH IB MK RBMR NS EGS, Formal analysis: IB RH

GVG PNS, Funding acquisition: GVG RH NS, Investigation: IB RBMR MK YH,

Methodology: IB GVG PNS RH VBB, Project administration: RH PNS GVG, Re-

sources: NS EGS, Software: IB MK RBMR RH, Supervision: RH VBB PNS GVG

NS, Validation: IB NS EGS PNS GVG RH, Visualization: IB, Writing original draft:

IB GVG PNS RH, and Writing review and editing: IB RBMR NS VBB PNS GVG

RH.

5.1 Abstract

Discriminating the causative disease variant(s) for individuals with inherited or de

novo mutations presents one of the main challenges faced by the clinical genetics com-
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munity today. Computational approaches for variant prioritization include machine

learning methods utilizing a large number of features, including molecular informa-

tion, interaction networks, or phenotypes. Here, we demonstrate the PhenomeNET

Variant Predictor (PVP) system that exploits semantic technologies and automated

reasoning over genotype-phenotype relations to filter and prioritize variants in whole

exome and whole genome sequencing datasets. We demonstrate the performance of

PVP in identifying causative variants on a large number of synthetic whole exome

and whole genome sequences, covering a wide range of diseases and syndromes. In a

retrospective study, we further illustrate the application of PVP for the interpretation

of whole exome sequencing data in patients suffering from congenital hypothyroidism.

We find that PVP accurately identifies causative variants in whole exome and whole

genome sequencing datasets and provides a powerful resource for the discovery of

causal variants.

5.2 Introduction

Since the first successful identification of disease-causing variation from whole exome

sequencing in 2010 [149], impressive advances have been made in the field of next gen-

eration sequencing and its related analysis, with the aim of fulfilling the promise of

whole exome (WES) and whole genome (WGS) sequencing for personalized medicine.

Such approaches have revolutionized our ability to identify the genetic underpinnings

of disease as well as improve our capacity to stratify patient populations and diagnose

them in a more accurate and timely manner [150]. A recent critical study provided

some objective estimates of the efficiency of diagnoses by traditional medical ge-

netics diagnostic approaches, with 54% of referred patients undiagnosed [151]. The

introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies in clinical settings is

anticipated to improve diagnosis efficiency, and between 13% [152] to 50% of those

remaining undiagnosed are likely to receive a molecular diagnosis following WES or
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WGS [153]. Nevertheless, the success rate of the state-of-the-art tools for identifying

causative variants using WES data range between 22% to 25% [154, 155], and WGS

data in a similar range [156] depending on the disease type and the availability of

sequence data from family members.

The identification of the causative disease mutations in an individual patient re-

mains a challenge due to the complexity and scale of the task. An individual exome

might contain 20,000-30,000 variants with respect to the reference genome; a third of

which might comprise non-synonymous variation [157]. Many thousands of variants in

an average genome might be unique, and on average 20 genes may have complete loss

of function (LOF) mutations [158] whose physiological consequences for the bearer

are unpredictable [159]. Adding to the complexity of analysis are contingencies such

as oligogenicity and haploid insufficiency. Oligogenicity is the phenomenon where ad-

ditional genes modify the phenotypic effect of a variant in a primary gene, so that the

overall disease phenotype is the consequence of multiple variants in the same genome.

Haploid insufficiency describes a situation where loss of function of one allele of a

gene in a normal diploid cell or individual results in an abnormal phenotype. For

many genes, loss of function of one allele is not significant, but for some genes, dosage

is critical and phenotypic effects are seen with the loss of one allele. Consequently, in

haploid insufficiency, a heterozygote with a loss of function allele may develop an ab-

normal phenotype [160]. Given these phenomena, it is clear why finding the “needle

in a stack of needles” [161] remains one of the key challenges in fully utilizing WES

and WGS data for personalized medicine.

The main approaches taken to prioritize the pathogenic consequences of genomic

mutations involve variant calling to identify variants from raw sequencing data, fil-

tering by variant quality, filtering by minor allele frequency, and then successive

assessment of variant properties based on its potential to affect protein integrity and

function, for example, by the insertion of nonsense codons or indels, compromis-
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ing the function of active sites, protein-protein interactions, dominant or recessive

inheritance, physico-chemical properties, sequence conservation [162], or analysis of

changes in the DNA regulatory domains [163]. Although the majority of the methods

currently used to assess pathogenicity of a variant are focused on exonic variation,

there are also methods that examine non-coding sequences, notably GWAVA, CADD,

DANN, FATHMM-MKL, and others [164, 165, 166, 167, 168].

However, many of these methods alone are not able to identify the causative

variants underlying a patient’s phenotype and require additional investigation, such

as analysis of additional family members, to look for de novo variants, identification of

shared rare variants in unrelated individuals with similar diseases [169], and identity-

by-descent inference [150].

Prioritizing disease candidates by using phenotypic similarity to known diseases

and characterized non-human disease models can potentially add an additional layer

of discrimination to gene prioritization, but until recently the ability to computation-

ally establish formal phenotypic relatedness at scale was not possible. Two crucial

developments have enabled the computational integration and comparison of pheno-

types: the systematic application of the PATO framework [170, 171] and the devel-

opment of the cross-species anatomy ontology Uberon [114]. While PATO provides

a uniform way of describing phenotypes, Uberon can be used to systematically de-

scribe and relate anatomical structures between species. In 2011, PhenomeNET [172]

was developed to exploit phenotype-genotype associations observed in humans and

model organisms and prioritize candidate causal genes based on patient phenotypes.

PhenomeNET makes use of axioms and formal definitions in the major phenotype

ontologies using the PATO ontology [170] to formally integrate species-specific phe-

notypes [173, 174, 175, 176, 177]. It gathers phenotype data from model organism

and human genotype-phenotype databases, applies measures of phenotypic similar-

ity and then systematically compares them across species. PhenomeNET has been
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demonstrated to provide a high degree of predictive accuracy for the discovery of

animal models of human disease [178], novel pathways [179], gene function [180], and

druggable therapeutic targets [181]. Since the introduction of PhenomeNET, sev-

eral further methods have been been developed that take advantage of this approach

and utilize phenotypic similarity between patients and gene-phenotype associations

in public databases to improve variant prioritization for WES datasets [182, 183, 142].

We developed PhenomeNET Variant Predictor (PVP) to prioritize causal vari-

ants based on comparing patient phenotypes with gene-phenotype associations made

in humans and model organisms. PVP combines two main sources of information:

molecular and phenotypic. We use molecular information from multiple pathogenic-

ity prediction tools to identify the pathogenicity of a variant and the phenotypic

information to determine whether a variant is causative. PVP facilitates a highly

accurate identification of causative variants from both WES and WGS datasets, and

we demonstrate the performance of PVP on a set of synthetic and real whole exome

and whole genome sequences. Our results demonstrate that PVP significantly out-

performs other state of the art tools revealing that phenotypic similarity can provide

a powerful approach for prioritizing causal variants.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Integration of genotype and phenotype information pre-

dicts causal variants in whole exome and whole genome

sequencing

PVP has been developed to facilitate the identification of causative variants in ge-

nomic data (whole exome or whole genome). We consider a variant to be causative

if it is both pathogenic (evaluated based on molecular information) and involved in

developing the patient’s phenotype (evaluated based on the gene–disease similarities
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provided by PhenomeNET). Variants may be pathogenic but not causative if they

are not involved in the pathogenesis of the patient’s phenotype [159], whilst non-

functional, benign variants are generally not causative.

In PVP, we combine methods to determine whether a variant is pathogenic (i.e.,

functional) with information about the phenotypes in which a gene is known to be in-

volved to identify candidate causative variants in WES and WGS data. For predicting

pathogenicity, we utilize tools that can provide a pathogenicity score for every variant

within a genome, i.e. CADD [165], DANN [166], and GWAVA [164]; for the latter, we

use an improved version of the PhenomeNET framework to match a patient’s phe-

notypes with a database of gene-phenotype associations derived from human, mouse

and fish resources. The full list of features used for prediction in PVP is provided as

S1 Table. PhenomeNET consists of a repository of gene-phenotype associations from

human and model organisms, an ontology that integrates phenotypes across species,

and a semantic similarity measure that determines the similarity between two sets of

phenotypes. It provides a score that measures the similarity between a set of patient

phenotypes and sets of phenotypes in the PhenomeNET repository.

Depending on the intended application, the choice of gene-phenotype associations

can strongly affect the performance of PhenomeNET [178]. Here, we utilize two over-

lapping sets of gene-phenotype associations; we include gene-phenotype associations

observed in zebrafish and mouse (marked “Model” for Model Organism Databases),

and additionally include human phenotypes propagated from known gene-disease and

disease-phenotype associations (marked “Human” in our experiments). We also use

both genotype-phenotype associations together.

We represent variants by their pathogenicity scores, the scores provided by the

PhenomeNET system to measure similarity between the patient’s phenotype and

known phenotypes associated with the gene affected by the variant, a small set of

high-level phenotypes observed in a patient, as well as mode of inheritance of the
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disease (if known) and zygosity of the variant. We use these as features to train

a random forest classifier that separates variants into causative variants and non-

causative variants. Initially, we use 80% of the pathogenic variants available from

the ClinVar database [184] to train our model, keeping 20% of the ClinVar variants

for further testing. In 10-fold cross validation on these 80%, our model achieves an

area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC) of up to 0.994 and

F-measure of up to 0.963 (S2 Table).

To test the performance of this model in identifying causal variants in sequencing

data, we generated a synthetic dataset of 11,251 whole genomes sequences (one for

each of the 20% variants in ClinVar that were not used to train the model). The

synthetic dataset was created by randomly choosing one of the WGS samples from

the 1,000 Genomes Project (1KGP) [185] and inserting a single causative variant in

each of these. 8,746 causative variants were inserted in exonic regions and 2,505 in

non-exonic regions. Next, we mark the synthetic individual as having the disease

and use the phenotypes associated with the disease in the HPO database [186] as the

patient phenotypic profile before trying to recover the inserted pathogenic variant

using our PVP-based models. Before applying our PVP models, we apply a filter to

remove variants with ≤ 1% global minor allele frequency from 1KGP on each variant.

We perform two experiments to test the performance of PVP, PVP-Human and

PVP-Model. First, we remove all non-exonic variants from the synthetic genomes to

simulate a WES dataset and employ the resulting WES dataset to assess our recovery

rate of causative variants located in an exonic region. We identify 45.82% of the

candidate causative variants as the top ranked and 72.64% of the causative variants

in the top 10 ranked variants for WES data using only model organism phenotypes to

determine phenotypic similarity, 79.21% of variants top-ranked and 87.94% variants

in the top 10 ranks when using only human phenotypes, and 78.80% top-ranked and

89.50% within the top 10 when using both human and model organism phenotypes
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together.

As second experiment, we apply our approach to all variants in the whole genome

sequences, and recover 12.62% of the variants at first rank and 23.75% within the

first 10 ranks using only model organism phenotypes, 75.10% variants top-ranked

and 89.36% in the top 10 ranks using only human phenotypes, and 76.47% top-

ranked and 88.61% within the top 10 when using both model organism and human

phenotypes. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize these results.

Top hit (exonic) Top 10 (exonic) Total (ex-
onic)

Median
(exonic)

CADD 1,095 (15.15%) 2,317 (32.05%) 7,229 49
DANN 406 (6.06%) 1,789 (26.69%) 6,704 108
GWAVA 102 (1.41%) 458 (6.32%) 7244 339
eXtasy 553 (14.85%) 1,601 (42.99%) 3,724 19
Exomiser 2,156 (24.65%) 5,122 (58.56%) 8,746 5
Phevor 1,679 (28.25%) 3,845 (64.70%) 5,943 4
PVP-Model 4,007 (45.82%) 6,353 (72.64%) 8,746 2
PVP-Human 6,928 (79.21%) 7,691 (87.94%) 8,746 1
PVP 6,892 (78.80%) 7,828 (89.50%) 8,746 1

Table 5.1: Overview of how many causative variants out of 8,746 exonic were recov-
ered on rank 1 and within the top 10 ranks by PVP and PVP-Human, and comparison
to CADD, DANN, GWAVA, Exomiser eXtasy, and Phevor. Analysis was performed
on WES data. If a tool did not provide a score for a causative variant, we excluded
the variant from this table; consequently, the total number of samples analyzed dif-
fers between the methods and the percentages reported are based on the number of
samples for which the causative variant was ranked.

We compare our method against several state of the art variant prioritization tools,

namely CADD [165], DANN [166] and GWAVA [164], as well as the phenotype-based

tools Exomiser/Genomiser [187, 188], Phevor [182] and eXtasy [142]. Our results and

the comparison with state of the art tools is summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 as well

as Figures 5.1 and 5.2, demonstrating that PVP outperforms the other methods in

our experiments.

We further assess how well our method performs on identifying causative variants

for diseases with different mode of inheritance (MOI) in WES data. The percentage
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PVP
# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total

Exonic 6,500 74.32% 7,595 86.84% 8,746
Non-exonic 2,104 83.99% 2,374 94.77% 2,505

Total 8,604 76.47% 9,969 88.61% 11,251
PVP-Model

# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total
Exonic 1,012 11.57% 1,992 22.78% 8,746

Non-exonic 435 17.37% 703 28.06% 2,505
Total 1,447 12.86% 2,695 23.95% 11,251

PVP-Human
# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total

Exonic 6,611 75.59% 7,620 87.13% 8,746
Non-exonic 2,156 86.07% 2,368 94.53% 2,505

Total 8,767 77.92% 9,988 88.77% 11,251
CADD

# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total
Exonic 441 6.1% 1759 24.33% 7229

Non-exonic 118 4.77% 599 24.2% 2475
Total 559 5.76% 2358 24.3% 9704

DANN
# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total

Exonic 325 4.85% 1287 19.2% 6704
Non-exonic 101 5.32% 347 18.27% 1899

Total 426 4.95% 1634 18.99% 8603
GWAVA

# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total
Exonic 34 0.47% 44 0.61% 7244

Non-exonic 9 0.42% 22 1.04% 2121
Total 43 0.46% 66 0.7% 9365

Exomiser/Genomiser
# top 1 hits % top 1 hits # top 10 hits % top 10 hits Total

Exonic 2,747 31.41% 6,879 78.65% 8,746
Non-exonic 780 31.14% 1,895 75.65% 2,505

Total 3,527 31.35% 8,774 77.98% 11,251

Table 5.2: Overview of the performance of PVP, CADD, DANN, GWAVA and Ex-
omiser in prioritizing causative variants in WGS data. We prioritize all variants in a
VCF file resulting from WGS using the same models. Analysis is separated reflect-
ing the performance of the various tools identifying exonic and non-exonic variants.
For CADD, DANN, and GWAVA, we report only analysis results for which a predic-
tion score is returned; consequently, total numbers are less than the total of 11,251
causative variants.
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Figure 5.1: Performance of PVP in retrieving causative variants in whole exome
sequences. Results are compared against CADD, DANN, and GWAVA, and the
phenotype-based tools Exomiser, Phevor and eXtasy.

Figure 5.2: Performance of PVP in identifying causative variants in whole genome se-
quences using human phenotypes (PVP-Human), model organisms phenotypes (PVP-
Model), and combined phenotypes (PVP), and comparison of PVP to CADD, DANN,
GWAVA, and Genomiser.

of cases in which the causal variant is ranked first is shown in Table 5.3. We find

that, unsurprisingly, our models perform better on recessive diseases as the variants

have to be homozygous, which can be used as an additional filter, while a dominant

mode of inheritance may be caused by either heterozygous or homozygous variants,

and complicated by haploid insufficiency, and hence cannot be used to discriminate

between causative and non-causative variants.

To evaluate the importance of the “depth” of phenotyping [189] for predicting
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candidate variants, we compared the predictive accuracy of PVP with the information

content in the disease (or patient) description. Information content of a phenotype

class is measured by its depth in the PhenomeNET ontology and the number of

diseases in our sample that contain this phenotype. For diseases associated with

multiple phenotypes, we sum the information content of the individual phenotype

classes. We evaluate the correlation between the rank of the causative variant in our

set of 8,746 synthetic exome sequences and the information content associated with

the disease, and find a negative correlation (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = −0.54),

i.e., if the information content of the phenotypes used to characterize the disease (or

patient) is higher, PVP can provide better predictions.

Coding Noncoding
Dominant Recessive Others/Unknown Dominant Recessive Others/Unknown

PVP 4006 (77.61%) 2005 (93.26 %) 881 (61.44%) 1178 (83.66%) 684 (97.3%) 310 (78.68%)
PVP-Model 2100 (40.68%) 1535 (71.40%) 372 (25.94%) 754 (53.55%) 587 (83.50%) 179 (45.43%)
PVP-Human 4027 (78.01%) 1993 (92.7%) 908 (63.32%) 1197 (85.01%) 686 (97.58%) 321 (81.47%)

Table 5.3: Performance of PVP in variant prioritization in WGS data, separated by
mode of inheritance of the disease.

The set of phenotypes observed in patients is not always complete, or patients may

suffer from multiple co-morbidities that can affect our phenotype-based analysis. To

determine the effect of noise on our analysis, we focus on a subset of 8,522 out of 8,746

synthetic whole exome sequences for which the disease is characterized phenotypically

(the remaining cases were imputed by our algorithm, see Materials and Methods), and

we perform two experiments (see S3 Table): first, we randomly add the phenotypes

of a second disease to the phenotypes of the patient to simulate co-morbidity; and

second, we randomly remove each phenotype used to characterize the patient’s disease

with a probability of 1/3 (i.e., on average, 1/3 of the phenotype annotations for

each disease are removed). Using the PVP-Human model, we find that in the first

experiment, only 3,547 (41.62%) variants are ranked first and 4,315 (50.63%) in the

top 10, compared to over 75% ranked first with phenotypes matching the disease

exactly. In our second experiment, removing phenotypes with probability 1/3 results
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in 3,963 (46.50%) of causative variants ranked first and 4,921 (57.74%) in the top

10. We further investigated how well PVP can distinguish between variants that are

causative for closely related diseases. For this purpose, we insert a second causative

variant v2 to the whole exome sequence of the synthetic patients (each containing

a single causative variant v1). The second variant v2 is chosen to be causative for

the most phenotypically similar disease (within our test dataset). We then use the

phenotypes associated with v1 and test at which rank v1 and v2 are predicted by PVP.

Using PVP-Human, we find v1 ranked first in 62.38% of the cases, while v2 is ranked

first in 15.36% of the cases, demonstrating that PVP can also discriminate between

closely related diseases. Combining the phenotypes associated with v1 and v2, we

predict both v1 and v2 with equal probability of 37% on the first rank (see S3 Table).

To make PVP available as a tool for diagnostic support, we re-train all our models

using the whole ClinVar dataset and combine the phenotype similarity computation

using PhenomeNET with annotation of pathogenicity into the PVP tool. PVP can

analyze WES or WGS datasets using the VCF file and a set of observed patient

phenotypes as input and then outputting a list of variants ranked by the likelihood

they are causative for the observed phenotypes.

5.3.2 PVP predicts causative variants in diagnosed cases

We evaluate the performance of PVP on a series of real exomes from individuals di-

agnosed as having Congenital Hypothyroidism (CH), included in the UK10K dataset

[190] (see Methods), to assess how well we could recover potentially pathological vari-

ants in genes already associated with the disease. Congenital hypothyroidism is one

of the most frequent endocrine disorders of the neonate with a frequency of up to

1/1,500 births [191], although some forms and molecular etiologies can be much more

rare, such as Central Congenital Hypothyroidism (CCH) [192] estimated at around

1/16,000. Historically, most cases were thought to be due to thyroid gland dysgenesis
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comprising ectopias, hypoplasia and complete agenesis [193]. However, recently, an

increase in diagnosis of CH in the presence of apparently anatomically normal glands

(gland-in-situ) has been reported [191]. The pathophysiology of such cases may in-

clude organisational and functional defects (dyshormonogenesis) within the glands

leading to compromised or absent function. A range of genes has been implicated in

these processes which include thyroid transcription factors, genes involved in thyroid

hormone biosynthesis, and the Thyroid Stimulating Hormone receptor (TSHR) [194].

Mutations in known genes are implicated in less than 5% of thyroid dysgenesis cases,

whereas dyshormonogenesis is usually associated with mutations in components of

the thyroid hormone biosynthetic machinery [193].

We analyze 43 individuals from the UK10K rare disease cohort of patients and

relatives with congenital hypothyroidism, using PVP. The dataset includes 11 con-

firmed cases of thyroid dysgenesis (DG), 30 CH with gland-in-situ (GIS, likely involv-

ing dyshormonogenesis), and two with CCH, in addition to 80 individuals that do

not show any phenotypes but have a family relation to the affected individuals. We

use a common set of phenotypes from the HPO for the whole cohort, comprising hy-

pothyroidism (HP:0000821), congenital hypothyroidism (HP:0000851), TSH excess

(HP:0002925), thyroid hypoplasia (HP:0005990), and TSHR defect (HP:0011791);

these are the most relevant phenotypes in HPO. We analyze the individual cases in-

dependently and do not account for the relationships between individuals. Thirty six

of these show variants in genes already associated with CH within the top 20 hits, fil-

tered for a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 1% (S4 Table) while the remainder do not

show known CH-associated disease genes above this rank. We do not, in the current

study, further analyze the likelihood that high ranking genes in these 7 individuals

might represent novel genes in this disease or differential diagnoses.

Of the 11 cases of thyroid dysgenesis, 9 show homozygous or heterozygous alleles

of genes already implicated in dysgenesis-associated CH within the first five ranked
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hits. All were assessed as deleterious or possibly deleterious by SIFT [195], PolyPhen

[196], or both. These genes include GLIS3 [197], NKX2-1 [198], and PAX8 [199].

One case shows a predicted deleterious allele of LHX3 normally associated with CCH

through an effect on pituitary development [192].

Of the cases with GIS all but 9 show deleterious alleles in DUOX2 [200], TG

[201], or TPO [202], and in some cases predicted pathogenic variants of two or three

of these genes are found together in the highest ranks in our analysis. The remain-

der show variants in NKX2-1, LHX3, and, in one case, PAX8. Homozygous alleles

in DUOX2 and TPO are present in 15 individuals. One homozygous variant has

been previously reported in ClinVar to be pathogenic and affects iodotyrosyl coupling

(NM 003235.4(TG):c.638+5G>A) [203]. In five cases of GIS, homozygous mutations

of TG are found in the same individual as deleterious heterozygous DUOX2 alleles.

In one case, a homozygous DUOX2 allele is found with a compound heterozygote in

TG.

While our analysis of the complete dataset provides hypotheses about the most

likely disease-causing variants, confirmation requires detailed analysis and re-sequencing.

Of the 43 cases we analyze, 15 individuals with CH were previously subjected to

Sanger sequencing of candidate variants, confirming the association with the disease

[204]. In 9 of these 15 cases, PVP correctly implicates the likely causative alleles as

the first hit. In six of the cases, potentially deleterious mutations are found in two

genes, and in five of these six cases, PVP correctly identifies the second gene within

the first 10 ranks. Additionally, multiple mutations in TG are found in three cases,

and in two of these, PVP identifies the second variant as the second rank (S5 Table).

The unexpected involvement of oligogenic and triallelic loss of function/hypomorphic

mutations in the genesis of congenital thyroid disease is discussed in [204].

We also test PVP with diseases displaying different sets of phenotypes. We utilize

data available from the Personal Genomes Project (PGP) [205] and examine if we
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can predict disease-associated variants consistent with the information that patients

that participate in the PGP have declared. We analyze two patients from the PGP,

one patient (PGP:hu92FD55) with a disease in mental functioning (Asperger’s Syn-

drome) the other (PGP:hu432EB5) with hemostasis abnormalities (Von Willebrand

disease). For the individual associated with Asperger Syndrome (OMIM:300494), the

top variant predicted by our approach is in PLCB1, phospholipase C beta 1, located

at 20p12.3. PLCB1, which is involved in extracellular signal transduction in the

phosphoinositol pathway, has been implicated in GWAS analysis for autism spec-

trum associated phenotypes in the ALSPAC study [206] and a homozygous deletion

in a single case of malignant migrating partial seizures in infancy (MMPEI) [207].

Rare mutations associated with autistic spectrum disorders, largely small deletions

and duplications, have been reported within and around the gene [208]. The variant

seen here is predicted to be pathogenic, heterozygous, and has not been previously

reported, suggesting that this is not a simple LOF mutation as seen in MMPEI, and

may warrant further research. For the case of the patient associated with von Wille-

brand disease (OMIM:193400) [209], VWF is the top hit in our analysis, identifying

the variant (chr12:6143978G>A), already described as pathogenic. This individual

is heterozygous, consistent with the known pathogenesis of type 1 von Willebrand

disease.

5.3.3 Effects of datasets and evaluation method

PVP provides a system for prioritization of causative genomic variants. While other

systems have previously used phenotypes for variant prioritization [187, 188, 182, 142],

key novelties of PVP are a novel cross-species phenotype ontology and the way in

which gene-phenotype information is used for variant prioritization. The choice of

gene-phenotype associations strongly determines the performance of the system and

possible application scenarios. In particular, in contrast to systems such as Phevor
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or Exomiser, we explicitly provide PVP with the option to ignore human phenotype

information and rely only on independent data from model organisms. Human phe-

notypes, provided by the HPO project [186], are derived from disease phenotypes by

identifying causative genes for a disease and propagating the phenotypes associated

with the disease to the known disease genes. While we observe a strong increase

in performance when using these propagated human phenotypes, methods that are

trained using them will likely over-emphasize known disease genes and therefore only

provide limited performance in identifying variants in novel disease genes.

Another observation from our experiments is that the type of evaluation has a

strong impact on the reported performance. We evaluate PVP and related variant

prioritization systems using ClinVar variants, and, since PVP was trained using this

dataset, we specifically evaluate PVP and the other systems using a 20% holdout set

that we have not used for training our models so that we can determine its perfor-

mance on unseen variants. While we find that PVP performs comparably to, or better

than, other systems in our experiments using WES data, we also observe a striking

difference in performance to previously reported results for some variant prioritization

systems. For example, Exomiser has been reported to identify up to 97% of causative

variants on the first rank in prior experiments using WES data [187], and over 70% of

causative variants on the first rank in WGS data [188]. The main difference between

our experiments and those performed to evaluate Exomiser/Genomiser is the use of

a different evaluation dataset which only partially overlaps with the dataset used to

evaluate Exomiser/Genomiser. Additionally, the results reported in the evaluations of

Exomiser and Genomiser [187, 188] that found up to 97% of variants to be predicted

correctly were performed on the model’s training data, i.e., using an overfitted model

[187]. Such a strategy will be able to accurately find known variants (i.e., variants on

which the model has been trained), but, as demonstrated by our results, will perform

with lower accuracy on previously unseen or novel data.
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In PVP, we chose to focus on two different application scenarios that should be

among the most useful in the task of interpretation of variants in a clinical setting:

identification of causative variants in known disease genes (using PVP-Human), and

identification of causative variants in potentially novel genes (using PVP-Model or

PVP).

5.3.4 Impact of the use of model organism phenotypes on

variant prioritization and disease gene discovery

Use of phenotypic similarity of experimental mouse models to human diseases has

been shown to guide the discovery of the associated human gene. For example the

mouse “hairless” mutation was first described in 1859 and the gene identified in 1994

[210]. On the basis of phenotypic similarity to alopecia universalis, the human gene

was identified as the human homologue of mouse “hairless” in 1998 [210]. In PVP,

phenotype data from mouse and fish models is particularly useful when no human

phenotypes are available for a gene, i.e., when a variant is in a gene not previously

implicated in a disease. Currently (23 Jan 2017), mouse phenotypes are available for

9,045 mouse genes with human orthologs, but only 3,698 genes are associated with

phenotypes in OMIM, and we evaluated the effect of using mouse phenotype data for

variants in genes without available human phenotypes (see S6 Table).

In our analysis, we can identify a variant (rs766783183) in the keratin 25 (KRT25)

gene at rank 8 for Hypotrichosis 8 (OMIM:278150) in our analysis based on a strong

concordance between mouse phenotypes (all of which are associated with hair and

nail morphology and hair growth) and the phenotypes associated with the human

disease. Using PVP without model organism phenotypes results in rank 172 for the

same variant. Similarly, we can improve the rank of a variant (rs764239923) in the

Gliomedin (GLDN) gene as causative for lethal congenital contracture arthrogryposis-

11 (OMIM:617194) from rank 342 without model organism phenotype to rank 7 using
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model organism phenotypes based on matching nervous system abnormality pheno-

types in the mouse.

However, in some cases, the model organism phenotypes add noise to the results,

especially where there are discordant phenotypes, either for reasons intrinsic to the

disease, due to differences in human and mouse physiology, or because the scope

of phenotyping in the model organism is distinct from that carried out on humans.

For example, a variant (rs121908425) in the collapsin response mediator protein 1

(CRMP1) gene would be prioritized at rank 1 for the disease Ellis-van Creveld syn-

drome (OMIM:225500) without relying on any phenotypes and based on pathogenic-

ity of the variant alone. All phenotypes associated with the mouse ortholog Crmp1

are associated with abnormal nervous system physiology and morphology, while the

phenotypes associated with the disease relate to a wide range of morphological abnor-

malities. Consequently, when relying on PVP-Mod that uses phenotypic similarity

to model organism phenotypes, prediction of the causative variant drops to rank 65.

In our quantitative evaluation, predictive performance including mouse phenotypes

is slightly less than performance relying on human phenotypes alone, demonstrating

(unsurprisingly) that model organism phenotypes are overall less similar to a human

disease than phenotypes observed in humans. However, in particular in cases where

no human phenotypes are available or causative variants occur in genes not previously

implicated in a disease, model organism phenotypes may aid in identifying causative

variants. In the future, methods should be developed that can determine automati-

cally whether the phenotypes observed in a model organism are of sufficient quality

and depth to contribute to prioritization of causative variants.

5.3.5 Conclusions

Mobilizing the volume and richness of genotype-phenotype associations from human

and model organism databases provides a powerful resource with which potential
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disease candidates can be discriminated. Data from large scale mutagenesis efforts

and hypothesis-driven science have created sufficient genotype-phenotype association

data. PhenomeNET [172] was developed as a framework that exploits these pheno-

types in a computational approach, using phenotypes as surrogates for their underly-

ing genes. By identifying relations between phenotypes, PhenomeNET identifies the

similarity between the underlying molecular processes and their components. We have

developed PVP as a computational method to prioritize variants, and we demonstrate

here using synthetic and real patients’ genomic data that PVP is a system for highly

accurate genome-scale identification of causative variants involved in human disease.

PVP on its own relies only on model organism phenotypes and is particularly useful

when variants in potentially novel genes should be found; PVP-Human emphasizes

variants in known disease genes and should be used when variants are suspected in

genes already known to be involved in the pathogenesis of a disease.

5.4 Materials and Methods

5.4.1 Updates to the PhenomeNET system

Changes in the HPO, MP and other ontologies, as well as improved OWL reasoning

technologies [211], allowed us to improve upon the method originally used to build the

PhenomeNET [172] to generate a more comprehensive phenotype ontology spanning

fish, mouse and human. PhenomeNET includes all classes contained in the HPO,

MP, but is formalized primarily based on the structure of anatomy and physiology

ontologies [212]. All our experiments are based on ontology versions downloaded from

the AberOWL ontology repository [213] on 10 June 2016, and all ontologies included

in the PhenomeNET ontology are from this date.

The PhenomeNET ontology includes UBERON [114], GO [214], BSPO [215], ZFA

[216], PATO [170], CL [217], NBO [218], but removes all disjointness axioms from

these ontologies prior to inclusion due to possible inconsistencies arising from these.
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Furthermore, the PhenomeNET ontology includes the CHEBI [219] and MPATH

[220] ontologies as imports. Within the PhenomeNET ontology, axioms are rewritten

to follow the phene pattern [212] so that phenotypes are primarily organized by

anatomical structure or physiological process.

In particular, within HPO and MP, we identify axioms for a phenotype class

P by identifying a class E and Q, and reformulate the formal definition of P as

P EquivalentTo: has-part some (E and has-quality some Q). We initialize E

and Q with owl:Thing and then generate axioms from the definition of P provided

by HPO or MP using the following rules:

• modifier some X: we keep the object property and target class as modifier of

the quality Q, setting Q := Q and modifier some X

• inheres-in some X: set E := X

• inheres-in-part-of some X: set E := part-of some X

• towards some X: set E := E and towards some X

• has-quality some X: set E := E and has-quality some X

• exists-during some X: set E := E and exists-during some X

• has-part some X1 and ... and has-part some Xn: treated as intersection,

P := X1 and ... and Xn

• part-of some X: set E := E and part-of some X

• has-central-participant some X: set E := E and has-central-participant

some X

• results-from some X: set E := E and results-from some X

• occurs-in some X: set E := E and occurs-in some X
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These axioms are intended to reformulate axioms in the HPO and MP so that

each phenotype class characterizes a whole organism that has an entity E as part

which is further characterized by its qualities and relations to other entities. Fur-

thermore, the axioms aim to enforce a taxonomic structure that closely resembles

anatomy (from Uberon) and physiology (from GO). Specifically, if X is a subclass of

part-of some Y in either Uberon or GO, the axioms aim to force X phenotype to

become a subclass of Y phenotype. To completely resemble parthood relations, we

further generate an additional phenotype class S for each unique E that we iden-

tify, using the axiom S EquivalentTo: has-part some (part-of some (E and

has-quality some owl:Thing)). This class serves as additional class that is not

usually present in either HPO or MP, and enforces the taxonomic structure of the

PhenomeNET ontology to follow both the taxonomic structure and parthood struc-

ture of the GO and Uberon.

Fish phenotypes are not represented using a dedicated phenotype ontology but

rather annotated using E and Q classes directly. Within the PhenomeNET ontology,

we generate one class for each unique combination of E and Q found in annotations

to zebrafish models. If two entities are used to annotate a zebrafish model (i.e., E1

and E2, we generate the axiom P := has-part some (E1 and has-quality some

(Q and towards some E2)).

The ontology structure is not manually created but must be inferred using deduc-

tive reasoning. We rely on the ELK reasoner [211] to infer the ontology structure. The

PhenomeNET ontology is updated regularly, is freely available and can be queried

using the ELK reasoning in the AberOWL ontology repository [213].

5.4.2 Model organism phenotypes and similarity search

We collected the mutant model organism phenotypes for mouse from the MGI database

[221] on 14 December 2015, human phenotypes from the HPO database [186] on 14
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December 2015, and zebrafish phenotypes from the ZFIN database [216] on 13 De-

cember 2015.

We compute semantic similarity between a patient phenotype and the collec-

tion of model organism and human phenotypes using Resnik’s measure [141] with

the Best Matching Average (BMA) strategy for combining pairwise similarities. We

use Resnik’s information content measure [141] computed over the corpus of gene-

phenotype associations (from human, mouse and zebrafish) as specificity measure

for each class in the phenotype ontology. Semantic similarity is computed using the

Semantic Measures Library [222]. We normalize semantic similarity values to the

range of [0, 1] for the annotation of variants by dividing each similarity value by the

maximum similarity observed for each patient phenotype profile.

5.4.3 Generation of model training data

To train our models, we used the set of variants from ClinVar [184]. ClinVar is a public

archive of human variations with their corresponding clinical significance. Clinical

significance information in ClinVar is provided based on the American College of

Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidance in describing variants identified

in genes that cause Mendelian disorders.

We used ClinVar (dated 05 January 2016) using the reference genome of GRCh37.p13

as our main set. Within the 120,509 records in this dataset, we identified two sets of

variants that we use for training, a set of pathogenic variants (ClinVar significance

code 5) and a set of benign variants (ClinVar significance code 2). Additionally,

for each pathogenic variant, we obtain the disease that the variant causes, identified

through its OMIM identifier [223].

By default, ClinVar grouped a variant with multiple alleles into a single record.

By using the VCF2TSV parser script from VCFLIB (https://github.com/vcflib)

we converted the VCF format file of ClinVar to a tab-delimited format file and split

https://github.com/vcflib
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the variants with multiple alleles into multiple records. We further split variants that

are associated with multiple diseases into multiple records.

Next, we downloaded the mode of inheritance (MOI) for diseases in OMIM from

the HPO phenotype database. We obtained a total of 5,864 MOI records which

were classified as “Dominant”, “Recessive”, “Multifactorial”, “Others”, “Sporadic”,

“X-linked” and “Y-linked”. We combined this information with the variants from

ClinVar to generate candidate disease-causing genotypes; if the MOI of the disease

associated with a ClinVar variant is “Recessive”, we generate a single homozygote

genotype using the variant; in all other cases, we generate a heterozygote as well

as a homozygote genotype based on the variant. The results are 43,236 genotypes

classified as pathogenic and 52,084 genotypes classified as benign. This set includes

12,783 pathogenic non-coding variants (i.e., variants that do not lie in an exonic

region, including intronic and intergenic variants).

5.4.4 Generation of synthetic exomes/genomes

So that we can quantitatively evaluate our method, we generated 11,251 synthetic

whole genome sequences corresponding to our hold-out test sets. To generate this test

set, we inserted a single pathogenic variant into a randomly selected whole genome

sequence from the 1000 Genomes Project, hg19. In 8,746 of these sequences we

inserted an exonic causative variant and in 2,505 we inserted a non-exonic causative

variants. 46 exonic and 7 non-exonic variants from our holdout set were excluded

as they have a MAF higher than our cutoff of 1%. We generated synthetic exome

sequences by removing non-exonic variants from the 8,746 WGS files that include an

exonic variant. We use these synthetic whole exome and whole genome sequences to

test the performance of our method.
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5.4.5 Model training

We split the set of 43,236 pathogenic variants randomly into 80% for training and

20% for testing. We annotated all variants in these sets with methods that can pre-

dict pathogenicity of both coding and non-coding variants. We used the Combined

Annotation Dependent Depletion (CADD) [165], Genome Wide Annotation of VAri-

ants (GWAVA) [164] and a deep neural network approach (DANN) [166] to obtain

three pathogenicity prediction scores for each of the variants. Additionally, we used

the genotype (homozygote or heterozygote) of a variant as feature.

For each variant, we also added features related to the disease the variant is

involved in according to ClinVar. In particular, we added as features the mode

of inheritance of the disease, using only “Dominant”, “Recessive”, “X-linked”, and

“Other” as features, and a binary vector of 54 high-level phenotypes of the disease

based on our PhenomeNET ontology combining HPO and MP. Finally, we added the

normalized semantic similarity between the disease phenotypes and the gene in which

the variant is located as a feature. If a variant is non-exonic, we used the gene that

is closest to the variant in genomic coordinates as the gene for which similarity was

computed. In total, each variant is represented as 60 features (see S1 Table).

Based on these 60 features, we trained a random forest classifier to classify variants

into causative and non-causative (given a set of phenotypes observed in a patient).

We understand a causative variant as a variant that is both pathogenic and involved

in the pathogenesis of the disease phenotypes observed in the patient. For training,

we represented the patient’s disease phenotypes by the phenotypes associated with

the disease in the HPO database. A variant may be pathogenic but not causative

for a set of patient phenotypes [159]. We simulated this case by randomly selecting

another disease from the OMIM database and assigning these phenotypes as patient

phenotypes in the feature representation of the variant. We called these variants

pathogenic non-causative variants. We treated all variants identified as benign in
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ClinVar as non-causative and selected the phenotypes of a random OMIM disease to

represent them. For training, missing values were imputed using the C4.5 method

[224].

We use pathogenic causative variants as positives, but have two different types of

negatives: pathogenic non-causative variants and benign non-causative variants. We

train three models that emphasize the negative variants differently: a first model uses

only pathogenic non-causative variants as negatives, a second model uses only benign

variants as negatives, and a third model uses 50% pathogenic non-causative and 50%

benign non-causative variants as negatives.

Since the first model cannot distinguish variants by their pathogenicity prediction

scores (since both positive and negative variants are pathogenic and only differ in the

disease for which they are causative), it is trained to under-emphasize pathogenicity

of a variant and rely primarily on the phenotype similarity. The second model can

clearly distinguish pathogenic variants from non-pathogenic based on pathogenicity

prediction scores and will not have to rely heavily on the phenotype similarity scores;

therefore, it is trained to under-emphasize phenotype similarity and predict primarily

based on pathogenicity of a variant. The third model aims to achieve a balance

between both.

For each model, we train a random forest binary classifier (using the pre-selected

80% of the variants in ClinVar [184] while keeping 20% of the variants as holdout set

for final validation) and evaluate the results using stratified 10-fold cross-validation.

We trained the models using the Random Forest implementation in Weka [225] using

100 trees, unlimited depth of trees, and constructing each tree considering 6 random

features. Random forests are trained to output probability estimates of class assign-

ment, which we use as prediction score to rank variants. We report cross-validation

evaluation results in S2 Table.
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5.4.6 Model evaluation

The trained models are then applied to our synthetic exomes and genomes. Each

synthetic whole exome or whole genome sequence is taken randomly from one of the

1,000 Genomes project sequences, with one causal variant from our holdout set ar-

tificially inserted. We use the phenotypes associated with the disease for which this

variant is causal as patient phenotypes and use our models to compute a predic-

tion score for each variant in the synthetic sequences. We then evaluate the ranks

on which we recover the causal variant and compare the results against Exomiser

version 7.2.1, Phevor version 2, eXtasy version 0.1beta (for whole exome sequences

only), and CADD version 1.3, DANN version 1, GWAVA version 1, and Genomiser

version 7.2.1 (for whole genome sequences). For evaluation, none of our models were

trained on the variants we inserted in these sequences. We report the area under

the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC) and the top ranks and top 10

ranks obtained by applying each method.

We analyze the synthetic whole exome sequences with the Exomiser [187] using

the same sets of phenotypes and mode of inheritance as input and using its variant

prioritization mode. For comparison with Phevor, we first rank variants based on

their CADD score and submit the ranked list to the Phevor web interface using the

same phenotypes used in our analysis. Phevor provides a ranked list of genes, not

variants, and we assign variants the Phevor rank of the gene in which it is located.

We performed the analysis with eXtasy using its default parameter settings with im-

putation of missing values, and combining multiple phenotypes. eXtasy was not able

to utilize all HPO phenotype classes in our analysis and we omitted the phenotypes

that were not available to eXtasy.

In all tools besides PVP, we remove variants for which no rank is assigned from

the analysis. For DANN and GWAVA, this includes all insertions and deletions as

they are not scored by these tools.
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5.4.7 PVP

In PVP, we remove all variants that are not clearly identified as homozygote or

heterozygote (e.g., genotypes that were not confidently called). Moreover, if the

mode of inheritance of the disease is known to be recessive, we filter out variants

associated with 0/1 genotype call as the disease will require a variant with a 1/1

genotype call in order to be present. MAF is also used as a filtering option for some

of the experiments we conducted. MAF data were obtained from the 1000 Genomes

Project corresponding to all populations (release August 2015) using the Annovar

tool [226]. The source code of PVP is freely available at https://github.com/

bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

5.4.8 Ethical approval

Use of UK10K data for this project was approved by the UK10K Data Access Commit-

tee at the European Genome-phenome Archive for GVG, RH, MK, IB, and RBMR.

Access to UK10K data and analysis was limited to GVG, RH, MK, IB, RBMR.

5.4.9 Availability of data and material

Source code developed for this project is available at:

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp, and analy-

sis results at http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/onto/pvp/.

Data to UK10K samples is available from the European Genome-Phenome Archive

through the UK10K Data Access Committee (datasharing@sanger.ac.uk, https://

www.uk10k.org/data_access.html) for researchers who meet the criteria for access

to confidential data.

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/onto/pvp/
https://www.uk10k.org/data_access.html
https://www.uk10k.org/data_access.html
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Chapter 6

DeepPVP: phenotype-based prioritization of causative

variants using deep learning

I submitted the work presented in this chapter at BMC Bioinformatics (Paper preprint:

Boudellioua I, Kulmanov M, Schofield PN, Gkoutos GV, and Hoehndorf R. (2018)

DeepPVP: phenotype-based prioritization of causative variants using deep learning.

bioRxiv https://doi.org/10.1101/311621). My contribution involves conceiving of the

use of a deep neural network architecture, the design of the methodology and formal

analysis, the validation and interpretation of findings, the implementation of the soft-

ware, and the writing of the manuscript. The full author contribution is as follows:

IB and RH conceived of the use of a deep neural network, IB and MK implemented

DeepPVP, IB trained the models, performed experiments, and evaluated DeepPVP’s

performance, IB, PNS, GVG, RH interpreted results and critically evaluated the per-

formance, all authors contributed to writing the manuscript.

6.1 Abstract

6.1.1 Background:

Prioritization of variants in personal genomic data is a major challenge. Recently,

computational methods that rely on comparing phenotype similarity have shown to

be useful to identify causative variants. In these methods, pathogenicity prediction is

combined with a semantic similarity measure to prioritize not only variants that are

likely to be dysfunctional but those that are likely involved in the pathogenesis of a
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patient’s phenotype.

6.1.2 Results:

We have developed DeepPVP, a variant prioritization method that combined auto-

mated inference with deep neural networks to identify the likely causative variants in

whole exome or whole genome sequence data. We demonstrate that DeepPVP per-

forms significantly better than existing methods, including phenotype-based meth-

ods that use similar features. DeepPVP is freely available at https://github.com/

bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

Conclusions:

DeepPVP further improves on existing variant prioritization methods both in terms

of speed as well as accuracy.

6.2 Background

There is now a large number of methods available for prioritizing variants in whole

exome or whole genome datasets [227]. These methods commonly identify the vari-

ants which are pathogenic, i.e., the variants that may alter normal functions of a

protein, either directly through a change in a protein’s amino acid sequence or indi-

rectly through a change of expression [228, 165, 229]. In coding and noncoding DNA

sequences, there are usually multiple variants that could possibly be pathogenic, but

most of them are sub-clinical or will not result in any detectable phenotypic manifes-

tations [158].

Recently, several methods have become available that utilize information about

phenotypes observed in a patient to identify potentially causative variants [183, 230,

142, 182]. Phenotypes are useful for identifying gene–disease associations because

they implicitly reflect interactions occurring within an organism across multiple levels

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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of organisation [231, 170, 232]. Phenotype-based methods work by comparing the

phenotypes of a patient with a knowledgebase of gene-to-phenotype associations. A

measure of phenotypic similarity is computed between a patient’s phenotypes and

abnormal phenotypes associated with gene variants or mutations. The phenotypic

similarity is then used either as a filter to remove pathogenic variants in genes that

are not associated with similar phenotypes to the ones observed in the patient [182]

or as a feature in machine learning approaches [183, 230].

The gene-to-phenotype associations used in phenotype-based prioritization strate-

gies come from clinical observations such as those reported in the Online Mendelian

Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database [223] or in the ClinVar database [184]. In some

cases, they may also come from model organisms. Comparing model organism phe-

notypes to human phenotypes (i.e., the phenotypes observed in a patient) requires a

framework that allows phenotypes of different species to be compared, such as the

Uberpheno [233] or PhenomeNET ontology [234].

We have previously developed the PhenomeNET Variant Predictor (PVP) [230]

to prioritize causative variants in personal genomic data. We have shown that PVP

outperforms other phenotype-based approaches such as the Exomiser or Genomiser

tools [187, 188], or Phevor [182]. PVP is based on a random forest classifier, similarly

to Exomiser and Genomiser, which also use a random forest. Features used to classify

a variant as causative or non-causative combine a phenotype similarity score (to

prioritize a gene as being associated with the phenotypes observed in the patient)

and a pathogenicity score, as well as other features such as the mode of inheritance

and genotype of the variant. As most variants are neutral, there is a very large

imbalance between positive and negatives, and the challenges for building a machine

learning model for finding causative variants is to account for this imbalance during

training and testing.

Recently, deep neural networks have shown to be successful in many domains
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[235] and often result in better classification performance [229]. We have developed

DeepPVP, an extension of the PVP system which uses deep learning and achieves

significantly better performance in predicting disease-associated variants than the

previous PVP system, as well as competing algorithms that combine pathogenicity

and phenotype similarity. DeepPVP not only uses a deep artificial neural network

to classify variants into causative and non-causative but also corrects for a common

bias in variant prioritization methods [236, 237] in which gene-based features are

repeated and potentially lead to overfitting. DeepPVP is freely available at https:

//github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

6.3 Implementation

6.3.1 Training and testing data

We downloaded the ClinVar database 7th Feb, 2017, and extracted GRCh37 genomic

variants annotated with at least one disease from OMIM, characterized as Pathogenic

in their clinical significance, and not annotated with conflicting interpretation in their

review status. We obtained 31,156 pathogenic variants associated with 3,938 diseases

in total and the set of these variants constitutes candidate positive instances in our

training dataset. We also extracted GRCh37 genomic variants that are characterized

as Benign in clinical significance, and not annotated with conflicting interpretation in

their review status. We obtained 23,808 such benign genomic variants from ClinVar

which form the candidate negative instances in our training dataset. We excluded

any variant records mapped to more than one gene and variant records with missing

information on the reference or alternate alleles. For pathogenic variant records, we

defined variant–disease pairs for each pathogenic variant and its associated OMIM

disease. In our dataset, some pathogenic variants are annotated with multiple OMIM

diseases. For each of these variants and the n OMIM diseases they may cause, we

created n variant-disease pairs. For example, variant rs201108965 in TMEM216 is

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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annotated with two diseases; Joubert syndrome 2 (OMIM:608091) and Meckel syn-

drome type 2 (OMIM:603194). We define two variant-disease pairs (rs201108965,

OMIM:608091) and (rs201108965, OMIM:603194). After this step, we have 30,770

pathogenic variant-disease pairs and 20,174 benign variants.

In DeepPVP, we use the zygosity of a variant as one of the training features.

The zygosity information is not provided in ClinVar. In a given Variant Call Format

(VCF) [238] file, zygosity is represented in the genotype field. For instance, a het-

erozygous variant will have a genotype value 0/1, while a homozygous variant will

have a genotype value 1/1 in the VCF file. We assigned the genotype information

to our pathogenic variant-disease pairs based on the mode of inheritance associated

with the disease caused by the variant. We extracted the mode of inheritance of the

associated OMIM disease using the information provided by the Human Phenotype

Ontology (HPO) annotations of OMIM diseases [186]. If the disease’s mode of inheri-

tance is recessive, we assigned the zygosity of the variant as homozygote (denoted with

genotype 1/1). In this case, we created a variant-disease-zygosity triple representing

this information. If the OMIM disease’s mode of inheritance is not recessive (i.e., any

other mode of inheritance, including dominant, unknown, X-linked, etc.), we gener-

ated two variant-disease-zygosity triples and characterized one of them as homozygote

(denoted with genotype 1/1) and another as heterozygote (denoted with genotype

0/1). For example, pathogenic variant rs397704705 in AP5Z1 is associated with

Spastic paraplegia 48 (OMIM:613647). This OMIM disease is recessive and, hence, we

characterize variant rs397704705 with genotype 1/1, generating a variant-disease-

zygosity triple consisting of variant rs397704705, disease OMIM:613647, and genotype

1/1. Another example is the pathogenic variant rs387907031 in ARHGAP31 associ-

ated with Adams-Oliver syndrome 1 (OMIM:100300). This disease is dominant and,

hence, we generated two variant-disease-zygosity triples: variant rs387907031, disease

OMIM:100300, and the genotype 0/1, and variant rs387907031, disease OMIM:100300,
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and genotype 1/1. Since benign variants are not associated with a disease or mode

of inheritance, we treat each of them as both a homozygote and heterozygote, gener-

ating two variant-zygosity pairs for each benign variant. After this step, we obtained

61,540 triples consisting of pathogenic variant, disease, and zygosity, and 40,348 pairs

of benign variant and zygosity.

The triples consisting of variant, disease, and zygosity constitute positive samples.

For each positive instance (V,D,Z) consisting of a variant, disease, and zygosity, we

randomly select, with equal probability, one of two possible negative instances: a

randomly selected benign variant in the same gene as V , or a triple (V,D′, Z) where

D′ 6= D. To map intergenic variants to genes, we link variants to their nearest gene.

For example, a positive instance in our training data is a pathogenic variant

rs267606829 in FOXRED1, associated with Mitochondrial complex I deficiency (OMIM

ID 252010), as a homozygote. A negative instance according to the first strategy

could be a benign variant, such as rs1786702, in FOXRED1, as a heterozygote. A

negative instance according to the second strategy is the same pathogenic variant,

rs267606829 in FOXRED1, as a homozygote, but associated with another OMIM

disease such as Tooth Agenesis (OMIM:604625). The resulting training data is bal-

anced.

As an independent and unseen evaluation dataset, we downloaded all variants

from ClinVar released between Feb 8th 2017 and Jan 27th 2018. In this dataset,

we processed all GRCh37 variants in the same manner as for our training dataset

to construct triples of pathogenic variants, disease, and zygosity. However, if the

OMIM disease’s mode of inheritance of the variant is not recessive (i.e., any other

mode of inheritance, including dominant, unknown, X-linked, etc.), we assigned the

zygosity randomly either as homozygote (denoted with genotype 1/1), or heterozygote

(denoted with genotype 0/1). We obtained a total of 5,686 such triples associated

with 1,370 diseases for validation.
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6.3.2 Generation of synthetic patients

In our evaluation, we generated a set of synthetic patients as a realistic evaluation

case, similarly to previous work [188, 230]. We randomly selected a whole exome

from the 1,000 Genomes project [185] and inserted a pathogenic variant V , assign

the disease associated with V in ClinVar to the exome, and present V as a homo- or

heterozygote based on the mode of inheritance associated with the disease. Each of

these exomes together with the disease’s phenotypes and mode of inheritance form a

synthetic patient in which we aim to recover the inserted variant.

6.3.3 Annotating variants

Annotating variants with pathogenicy scores from CADD [165], DANN [166], and

GWAVA [164] is a time-consuming process in PVP [230] and other phenotype-based

variant prioritization tools [188], especially when analyzing WGS data comprised

of millions of variants. PVP 1.0 uses tabix [239] for indexing and retrieval of the

pathogenicty scores per chromosome and genomic position. To optimize the annota-

tion phase of DeepPVP, we extracted 31,491,995 variants from samples of the 1000

Genomes Project [185] and annotated them with pathogenicity scores from CADD,

DANN, and GWAVA. DeepPVP keeps this set of pre-annotated variants in memory

to provide fast retrieval of annotations for common variants. DeepPVP utilizes tabix

only when the variant annotated is not available in the pre-annotated library, and

therefore minimizes disk access.

6.3.4 Model and availability

We implemented our DeepPVP deep neural network in Python 2.7. We used Keras

[240] with a TensorFlow backend [241]. We used one hot encoding to represent our

categorical feature of the inheritance mode of the disease. We handled missing values

for CADD, GWAVA, DANN, and semantic similarity scores by mean imputation.
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We also added additional flags for missing values as features. We retrieved gene-

phenotype association data from human and model organisms (mouse and zebrafish)

on Feb 7th, 2017 and used them to generate the ontology and high level phenotypes

and semantic similarity score features.

We used the Hyperas [242] Python library for tuning the hyperparameters of the

neural network using the tree-structured Parzen estimator (TPE) algorithm [243].

We selected the following hyperparameters for tuning: number of hidden layers (two,

three, or four), number of hidden units in each layer (32, 64, 67, 128, 134, 201,

256, and 512), and the batch size (2,500, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000). The

hyperparamters combination resulting in best performing model out of 50 trials using

Hyperas was selected for the final model setup. Therefore, we designed a sequential

model with an input layer, three hidden layers of 67, 32, 256 neurons respectively with

Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [244] activation function, and an output layer with

a sigmoid activation function. We trained the model using the Adam optimization

algorithm [245] which has been widely adopted for deep learning as a computationally

efficient, fast convergent, extension to stochastic gradient descent. We used dropout

[246] between the hidden layers and the output layer to prevent overfitting. We

trained our DeepPVP model for 100 epochs, 2,500 batch size, and a learning rate

of 0.001. In training, we specified a 20% random stratified-by-disease validation set,

and binary cross entropy loss function. We kept the rest of the parameters in their

default values. The model was trained on the CPU.

The DeepPVP system (version 2.1), training and evaluation experiments, the syn-

thetic genome sequences and our analysis results can be found at https://github.

com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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6.4 Results

6.4.1 DeepPVP: phenotype-based prediction using a deep

artificial neural networks

We developed the Deep PhenomeNET Variant Predictor (DeepPVP) as a system

to identify causative variants for patients based on personal genomic data as well

as phenotypes observed in the patient. We consider a variant to be causative for a

disease D if the variant is both pathogenic and affects a structure or function that

leads to D. This distinction is motivated by the observation that healthy individuals

can have multiple highly pathogenic variants resulting in a complete loss of function;

it is therefore not usually sufficient to identify pathogenic variants alone as there may

be many.

DeepPVP is a command-line tool which takes a Variant Call Format (VCF) [238]

file as an input together with a set of phenotypes coded either through the Human

Phenotype Ontology (HPO) [247] or the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP) [248].

It outputs a prediction score for each variant in the VCF file; the prediction score

measures the likelihood that a variant is causative for the phenotypes specified as

input to the method.

To predict whether a variant is causative or not, DeepPVP uses similar features

as the PVP system [230] and combines multiple pathogenicity prediction scores, a

phenotype similarity computed by the PhenomeNET system, and a high-level phe-

notypic characterization of a patient. The full list of features used by DeepPVP is

listed in Supplementary Table 1. All features can be generated from a patient’s VCF

file and a set of phenotypes coded either with HPO or MP.

In DeepPVP, we use a deep neural network to classify variants as causative or non-

causative. Specifically, DeepPVP uses a feed forward neural network with five layers

(see Figure 6.1). The input layer in our architecture consists of 67 neurons (for the 67
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features) and an output layer consisting of a single output neuron which outputs the

prediction score of DeepPVP. DeepPVP uses three hidden layers with 67, 32, and 256

neurons, respectively. Each hidden layer uses a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [244]

activation function, and the output layer uses a sigmoid activation function.

Figure 6.1: Overview over the DeepPVP neural network model.

DeepPVP is trained similarly as PVP to improve performance of identifying

causative variants in real genomic sequences (in contrast to performance on a testing

set). When training DeepPVP, we use as positive instances all causative variants

from our training set together with the phenotypes of the disease for which they are

causative. We discriminate these from two kinds of negatives: benign variants (i.e.,

variants that do not alter protein function) and pathogenic but non-causative vari-

ants. We consider pathogenic non-causative variants as pathogenic variants (in our

training set) which are not associated with phenotypes of the disease they cause, but

rather with a different disease. The aim of this selection strategy is to discriminate

causative variants from all other variants.

We train the DeepPVP model using back-propagation, using binary cross entropy

as loss function, and evaluate the model’s results on predicting causative variants, and

compare against several competing methods. While the different evaluation scenarios

omit some parts of the information about variants and the diseases they are associated

with in order to not bias the evaluation results, we finally retrain a model using all
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available information and make it available as the final DeepPVP prediction model.

6.4.2 Evaluating DeepPVP’s ability to find causative vari-

ants

We use a nested cross-validation experiment as our main evaluation and as means

to optimize hyperparameters of our DeepPVP model. We first split our training

instances into five folds (80% for training and 20% for testing) where each fold is

stratified by disease (i.e., the diseases are disjoint between all five folds). We use the

training part in each of these folds for optimizing parameters and hyperparameters

and use the 20% to evaluate and report the final performance. In each of the resulting

five folds, we split the 80% training set into further five folds that are similarly

stratified by disease. In total, we end up with 25 different training sets (in the second

level of this nested cross-validation) and evaluation sets.

For each of the 25 different splits of data, we tuned the hyperparameters of the

network (number of hidden layers, number of hidden units, and batch size) using

the Hyperas library [242]. We generated 50 trial models with 50 epochs for each

model using the tree-structured Parzen estimator algorithm [243] to find optimal

hyperparameters. We ended up with 25 optimized hyperparameters, and we selected

the hyperparameters outperesulting in the best performance in most of the folds.

After hyperparameter optimization, we train five different models using the opti-

mal set of hyperparameters obtained in the second level of the cross-validation and

evaluate the predictive performance of the model on the 20% set that has not been

used for optimizing hyperparameters. The resulting accuracy of our model in 5-fold

cross-validation is 0.911, ROCAUC is 0.959, and the AUPR is 0.954. For compari-

son, we also performed the same training and evaluation steps using a random forest

classifier, and we obtained an accuracy of 0.898, a ROCAUC of 0.958, and an AUPR

of 0.952.
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To accurately evaluate the performance of DeepPVP on real sequencing data, we

apply DeepPVP to causative variants added to the ClinVar database on or after Feb

7th, 2017 while our training data is restricted to the variants that have been added to

ClinVar before this date. Between Feb 7th, 2017 and Feb 6th, 2018, there were 5,686

causative variants added to ClinVar, covering 1,370 diseases. 297 of these diseases

were not present in our training data. Evaluation on completely unseen variants

allows us to estimate under more realistic conditions how well DeepPVP is able to

prioritize novel variants.

We generated synthetic patient exomes by inserting a single causative variant

from the set of 5,686 variants in a randomly selected exome from the 1000 Genomes

Project [185] (removing all variants with Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) greater than

1% (using the frequencies provided by the 1000 Genomes across all populations).

We then assign the phenotypes associated with the causative variant in ClinVar, as

well as the mode of inheritance of the disease, to the synthetic exome and consider

this combination a synthetic patient. We use DeepPVP to prioritize variants given

the synthetic patient’s filtered VCF file, phenotypes, and mode of inheritance, and

determine the rank at which the causative (inserted) variant is found. For comparison,

we use PVP v1.1 [230] as well as the random forest classifier we trained using the

same training setup as DeepPVP (named DeepPVP-RF). We further compare the

performance to the Exomiser version 7.2.1 released on Feb 6th, 2017 with and without

using CADD scores as feature. Furthermore, we compare the performance against

CADD [165], DANN [166], and GWAVA [164]. Table 6.1 shows the evaluation results.

We find that DeepPVP has an improved performance compared to the original PVP,

the use of a neural network classifier gives better results than the random forest

classifier, and DeepPVP outperforms Exomiser, CADD, DANN, and GWAVA in this

evaluation.

Of the 5,686 “new” variants in our ClinVar evaluation set, 5,489 are in 934 genes
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which are associated with phenotypes. These 5,489 variants are associated with 1,289

diseases. Only 197 variants are in 74 novel genes and are associated with 89 diseases.

We test the performance of DeepPVP separately on these 197 variants. DeepPVP

identifies 46 of the 197 variants (23%) at rank one, and 87 variants (44%) in the

first ten ranks. In comparison, Exomiser and CADD identified 26 and 13 variants at

the first, and 61 and 51 variants in the top ten ranks, respectively. Exomiser-CADD

identified 27 at rank one, and 64 in the top ten ranks. This evaluation demonstrates

that DeepPVP can not only identify variants in known disease-associated genes but

also in novel genes, although with lower performance than if the gene is already known.

While the predictive performance of DeepPVP in this evaluation is lower than in the

other types of evaluation, DeepPVP still improves over established methods such as

CADD and Exomiser.

Table 6.1: Comparison of top ranks of ClinVar variants as recovered from WES data
filtered by MAF > 1% using different methods.

Top hit Top 10 hits Total ROC AUC AUPR
DeepPVP 4,060 (71.40%) 4,750 (83.54%) 5,686 0.94 0.66
DeepPVP-RF 3,520 (61.91%) 4,321 (75.99%) 5,686 0.95 0.55
PVP 1.1 3,619 (63.65%) 4,076 (71.68%) 5,686 0.95 0.55
Exomiser 2,910 (51.18%) 3,608 (63.45%) 5,686 0.89 0.43
Exomiser-CADD 2,926 (51.46%) 3,621 (63.68%) 5,686 0.89 0.43
CADD 1,060 (18.64%) 2,429 (42.72%) 5,686 0.94 0.14
DANN 170 (2.99%)) 1,322 (23.25%)) 5,686 0.90 0.03
GWAVA 63 (1.11%) 264 (4.64%) 5,686 0.66 0.01

Our performance results demonstrate that DeepPVP can identify causative vari-

ants with significantly higher recall at rank one and rank ten than several other

methods to which we compare, including the original PVP system [230] from which

DeepPVP is derived. In some applications of variant prioritization, it is also impor-

tant to identify causative variants quickly and with low computational costs. We

therefore benchmarked the time it takes DeepPVP to process large VCF files. We

used a machine equipped with 128 GB Memory and an Intel Xeon ES-2680 v3 CPU
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with 2.50GHz and 16 cores, using a 64-bit Ubuntu 160̇4 system. We selected a genome

from the Personal Genome Project (PGP) [249] which contains 4,120,185 variants to

benchmark DeepPVP. We prioritized variants in this genome using DeepPVP ten

times and recorded the time elapsed. On average, analysis of all the variants in the

whole genome VCF file took DeepPVP 85 minutes, i.e., approximately 13̇ milliseconds

per variant.

Analyzing the same VCF file using the phenotype-based Exomiser software (with

and without CADD annotations) took 189 minutes without CADD annotations (ap-

proximately 27̇ milliseconds per variant) and 800 minutes with CADD annotations

(approximately 116̇ milliseconds per variant).

6.5 Conclusions

DeepPVP is an easy to use and fast phenotype-based tool for prioritizing variants in

personal whole exome or whole genome sequence data. DeepPVP takes a VCF file of

an individual as input, together with an ontology-based description of the phenotypes

observed in an individual. It then aims to identify the variants of the individual that

are causative of the phenotypes observed.

Through the use of a deep neural network and an updated training and evalua-

tion strategy, DeepPVP improves over its predecessor PVP, and further outperforms

several established methods for variant prioritization, including the phenotype-based

tool Exomiser [187, 188] and pathogenicity scoring algorithms such as CADD [165].

Importantly, DeepPVP shows a better performance than other methods in finding

variants in novel genes, i.e., genes not previously associated with a disease pheno-

type, and may therefore be particularly suited for investigating variants in orphan

diseases as well as variants of unknown significance in genes not yet associated with

phenotypes.

We update DeepPVP in regular intervals when new training data (i.e., vari-
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ants associated with diseases and phenotypes, as well as gene–phenotype associ-

ations) becomes available. DeepPVP is freely available at https://github.com/

bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

6.6 Availability and requirements

Availability and requirements

• Project name: DeepPVP

• Project home page: https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/

phenomenet-vp

• Operating system: Java virtual machine

• Programming language: Java, Groovy, Python

• Other requirements: none

• License: 4-clause BSD-style license

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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Chapter 7

OligoPVP: Phenotype-driven analysis of individual genomic

information to prioritize oligogenic disease variants

I published the work presented in this chapter at Scientific Reports (Paper citation:

Boudellioua I, Kulmanov M, Schofield PN, Gkoutos GV, and Hoehndorf R. (2018)

OligoPVP: Phenotype-driven analysis of individual genomic information to prioritize

oligogenic disease variants.

Scientific Reports 8(1): e1005500. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-32876-3). My

contribution involves conceiving the experiments, the design of the methodology and

formal analysis, the validation and interpretation of findings, the implementation of

the software, and the writing of the manuscript. The full author contribution is as

follows: IB and RH conceived the experiments, IB conducted the experiments, IB

and MK implemented the software and algorithms, IB, PNS, GVG, RH analyzed the

results.

7.1 Abstract

An increasing number of disorders have been identified for which two or more distinct

alleles in two or more genes are required to either cause the disease or to significantly

modify its onset, severity or phenotype. It is difficult to discover such interactions

using existing approaches. The purpose of our work is to develop and evaluate a

system that can identify combinations of alleles underlying digenic and oligogenic

diseases in individual whole exome or whole genome sequences. Information that links
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patient phenotypes to databases of gene–phenotype associations observed in clinical

or non-human model organism research can provide useful information and improve

variant prioritization for genetic diseases. Additional background knowledge about

interactions between genes can be utilized to identify sets of variants in different genes

in the same individual which may then contribute to the overall disease phenotype.

We have developed OligoPVP, an algorithm that can be used to prioritize causative

combinations of variants in digenic and oligogenic diseases, using whole exome or

whole genome sequences together with patient phenotypes as input. We demonstrate

that OligoPVP has significantly improved performance when compared to state of

the art pathogenicity detection methods in the case of digenic diseases.

Our results show that OligoPVP can efficiently prioritize sets of variants in di-

genic diseases using a phenotype-driven approach and identify etiologically important

variants in whole genomes. OligoPVP naturally extends to oligogenic disease involv-

ing interactions between variants in two or more genes. It can be applied to the

identification of multiple interacting candidate variants contributing to phenotype,

where the action of modifier genes is suspected from pedigree analysis or failure of

traditional causative variant identification.

7.2 Introduction

Discrimination of causative genetic variants responsible for disease is a major chal-

lenge. An increasingly large family of algorithms and strategies has been developed

to aid in identification of such variants [227]. These methods use properties of vari-

ants such as evolutionary conservation, predicted structural changes, allele frequency

and function to predict pathogenicity. For variants in non-coding sequence regions,

additional information used by computational models includes predicted regulatory

function and recognized DNA–protein or DNA–RNA interactions [227, 250, 251].

Furthermore, phenotype annotations to human and model organism genes can be
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added to provide another layer of discrimination between involved pathogenic and

non-pathogenic variants [252, 183, 253]. Phenotype-based methods can identify the

likelihood that a particular gene or gene product may give rise to phenotypes observed

in an individual [254, 255].

The increasing availability of patient sequence information coupled with resources

that provide a detailed phenotypic characterization of diseases, as well as the wealth

of gene-to-phenotype associations from non-human disease models [232], are now

enabling new approaches to the prioritization of causative variants and facilitat-

ing our ability to dissect the genetic underpinnings of disease [183]. PhenomeNET

[172], developed in 2011, is a computational framework that utilizes pan-phenomic

data from human and non-human model organisms to prioritize candidate genes in

genetically-based diseases [172]. We have combined PhenomeNET with genome-wide

pathogenicity predictions to develop the PhenomeNET Variant Predictor (PVP) [252]

as a system that combines information about pathogenicity of variants with known

gene–phenotype associations to predict causative variants. We recently developed

the PVP system to classify variants into those likely to be causative or non-causative

[252].

While PVP has a significantly better performance in the prioritization of single

variants in monogenic diseases than competing algorithms [252], the phenotypes of

many diseases with a recognized genetic origin show a range of severity, phenotypic

spectrum, age of onset and prognosis [256]. While characteristic phenotypic vari-

ability can be associated with different alleles in single disease-causing genes or their

mode of inheritance, it has been known for some time that in many diseases there

is variable expressivity, and in some cases variable penetrance, associated with the

same primary mutation in different individuals or pedigrees [257]. This implies that in

those cases the phenotypic variability observed must be due to the presence of other

modifier variants or environmental influences. Increasingly, several diseases are being
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understood within the context of complex inheritance and multifactorial disease phe-

notypes where multiple independent variants modify each other’s effect on phenotype

[258], or, in some cases, render the disease di- or oligogenic where variants in two

or more different genes are needed for its clinical manifestation [259]. Evidence for

digenic inheritance is available for around 50 diseases [260] and details are gathered

in the Digenic disease database (DIDA) [94].

Epistatic interactions have been postulated to explain the missing heritability in

many types of common and rare disease [257], and with the increasing clinical use of

next generation sequencing, further evidence is accumulating for a spectrum of types

of interactions between genes. These interactions are manifest in different ways. For

example, there is evidence from population genetics for phenotypic modifier genes

such as the modifiers of the age of onset in Huntington’s disease [261, 262], and

from a candidate gene approach in Parkinson’s disease [263]. In a similar candidate

approach for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), affected individuals with proven or

potentially pathogenic mutations in two or three known ALS genes are associated

again with lower age of disease onset.

Congenital hypothyroidism has both rare monogenic recessive loss-of-function, and

common, apparently sporadic, forms. The recent description of patients carrying bial-

lelic and triallelic digenic combinations of variants in known thyroid development and

function genes [264] has lead to the suggestion that a frequent oligogenic origin might

explain sporadic hypothyroid cases. Evidence has also been provided for rare trigenic

involvement of variants, such as in TSHR, SLC26A4 and GLIS3 [265]. In addition

to these examples of genetic interaction, the observations suggesting digenic/triallelic

inheritance in Bardet-Biedel syndrome (BBS) [266] continue to provoke interest and

further research, and illustrate the challenges in establishing formal digenicity [267].

One of the best characterized cases of digenic inheritance is a form of Usher syndrome

where digenic heterozygous mutations in CDH23 and PCDH15 have been shown to
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interact in both humans and mice [268]. Other examples are critically discussed

elsewhere [260].

Digenic disease can be divided into two classes: strict digenic disease where vari-

ants at both loci are required for the disease, and composite disease which is either the

result of the epistatic relationship between alleles of two independent genes modifying

the phenotypes of the individual mutations alone, or the phenotypic overlay of two

monogenic Mendelian diseases present in the same patient [269, 270]. Identification

of the genes involved in all of these types of digenic disease usually requires pedigree

information or the use of existing knowledge about candidate genes. For example,

the selection of candidate genes may rely on the availability of additional information

about molecular or functional connections between the entities (genes or gene prod-

ucts) bearing the variants [264]. The difficulties in establishing strong evidence for

digenic inheritance are discussed elsewhere [260, 271].

Computational identification of likely causative alleles that are involved in di-

genic or genetically more complex diseases, in particular for genes not previously

associated with the disease, is particularly challenging; such methods would have to

be able to incorporate and utilize a large amount of background information about

molecular and (patho-)physiological interactions within an organism to determine

how combinations of variants jointly result in an observed phenotype. The observa-

tion that disease-implicated proteins often interact with each other has stimulated

the development of network-based approaches to identification of disease modules

[272, 273, 274, 275]. However, relevant interactions may occur across much larger

distances within pathways and networks, or at the whole organism physiological level

where knowledge about biological systems and multi-scale interactions is critical for

understanding pathobiology [231, 276]. Phenotypes provide a readout for all of these

disease-relevant interactions and offer insights into the underlying pathobiological

mechanisms [277]. Phenotype data can be a powerful source of information for vari-
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ant prioritization and is complementary to pathogenicity prediction methods based

on molecular information [252, 278, 182, 187, 142].

Here, we first evaluate the ability of the PVP system to identify combinations

of variants in digenic diseases obtained from a database of digenic diseases. We

then present OligoPVP, a novel algorithm for prioritizing digenic or higher order

combinations of variants in personal genomes. While the OligoPVP algorithm will

not identify whether a phenotype or disease has a digenic or oligogenic inheritance,

it identifies and ranks potential causative variants in the same way as PVP but then

prioritizes pairs or sets of higher cardinality of potentially interacting variants present

in the same genome, as specified by the user, on the basis of prior knowledge about

genetic, regulatory and biochemical interactions between them. It is therefore mainly

useful to identify candidate causative sets of variants in cases in which digenic or

oligogenic inheritance is already suspected, for example due to variable penetrance or

expressivity in family studies, or as means of exclusion because established methods

for variant prioritization failed.

We apply OligoPVP to the identification of variants in pairs of genes where

mutations in two separate genes present in a single individual and lead to a par-

ticular phenotypic profile that is not apparent in individuals carrying only one of

these variants. We demonstrate that OligoPVP is able to identify gene variant

sets in digenic diseases using a set of synthetic whole genome sequences into which

we insert multiple known causative gene variants. OligoPVP is freely available at

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

7.3 Materials and Methods

7.3.1 Digenic disease

The Digenic Disease Database (DIDA) v2 [94] consists of 258 curated digenic combi-

nations representing 54 diseases, with 448 variants in 169 genes. Of the 258 digenic

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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combinations, 189 have Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) annotations, represent-

ing 52 diseases, 153 distinct genes, and 337 unique variants. We use the 189 digenic

combinations with HPO annotations in our experiments. 25 of these combinations

are triallelic and exhibit compound heterozygosity in one gene while the remaining

164 combinations are biallelic.

We use the combinations of variants from DIDA to generate 189 synthetic whole

genome sequences by randomly inserting the causative variants in a randomly selected

whole genome sequence from the 1000 Genomes Project [185].

7.3.2 Interaction data

We downloaded all interactions occurring in humans from the STRING database

version 105̇ [279]. Then, we mapped all interactions to their respective genes us-

ing the mapping file provided by STRING to generate 989,998 interactions between

genes, representing 13,770 unique genes. We use these interactions between genes to

prioritize combinations of variants in OligoPVP.

7.3.3 PhenomeNET Variant Predictor

In our work, we use the PhenomeNET Variant Predictor (PVP) version 2.0 (“Deep-

PVP”) [280]. This version of PVP is based on the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO)

[278] and the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP) [281] ontologies obtained from

the AberOWL repository [213] on Feb 7th, 2017. PVP uses gene-to-phenotype asso-

ciations in humans as well as from the mouse and zebrafish model organisms down-

loaded on Feb 7th, 2017 from the HPO website [278], the Mouse Genome Informatics

website [281], and the Zebrafish Information Network website [282], respectively. The

PVP system was trained on data generated from the ClinVar database [184] accessed

on Feb 7th, 2017.

PVP combines features that score the pathogenicity of variants with a pheno-
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type similarity measure that aims to identify whether a variant is likely to cause the

phenotypes observed in a patient. Using the cross-species phenotype ontology Phe-

nomeNET [283], phenotype similarity also can be computed between patient pheno-

types and phenotypes in model organisms.

The PVP system used in our analysis, the synthetic genome sequences we gen-

erated for the evaluation of our system, and our analysis results can be found at

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

7.3.4 Evaluation and comparison

We compare PVP and OligoPVP to several state of the art variant prioritization

method. Specifically, we compare the PVP and OligoPVP scores to variant pathogenic-

ity prediction scores obtained from CADD v1.3 [165], DANN v1.0 [166], and GWAVA

v1.0 [164]. Furthermore, we compare our results to the phenotype-based tool Genomiser

version 7.2.1 [188] using its default parameters.

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Prediction of biallelic and triallelic disease variants

We analyze each WGS using the phenotypes provided for the combination of variants

in DIDA. We do not filter any variants by minor allele frequency to avoid missing

potentially important interacting variants that might have medium to common fre-

quencies in the background population. On average, each WGS in our experiments

contains 2,192,967 variants.

We use the phenotypes associated with the combination of variants in DIDA as

phenotypes associated with the synthetic WGS, and we use PVP [252] to prioritize

variants, using an “unknown” mode of inheritance model. Out of 164 whole genome

sequences where two variants were inserted, we find both causative variants (i.e.,

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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the two variants we inserted) as the highest ranked variants in 88 cases (53.7%) and

within the top ten ranks in 107 cases (65.2%) (see Table 7.1). For the 25 cases of

triallelic diseases, we find all three causative variants within the first three ranks in 10

cases (40.0%) and we find all three causative variants within the top ten variants in

14 cases (56.0%) (see Table 7.2). Tables 7.1 and 7.2 also compare PVP to established

variant prioritization methods, including CADD [165], DANN [166], the phenotype-

based Exomiser/Genomiser system [188], and GWAVA [164]. Out of these systems,

CADD performs the best in prioritizing combinations of variants; however, PVP

can rank variant involved in bi- or triallelic diseases significantly higher than CADD

(Mann-Whitney U test, p = 6.8× 10−5).

Individually, the performance of our approach differs between diseases, depending

on the availability of gene–phenotype associations and high quality and informative

disease–phenotype associations in DIDA. Table 7.3 provides an overview of the per-

formance of PVP for individual diseases, and we provide the full analysis results on

our website.

In particular, for the case of hypodontia, PVP identifies all the causative variant

pairs in the top 3 ranks in all synthetic patients, and in Familial long QT syndrome,

the causitive variant pairs can be found in the top 3 ranks in over 90% of the synthetic

patients.

Similarly, for the case of Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS), PVP ranks 84.21% of

causative variant pairs in the top 10, and identifies digenic causative variants in 9 of

the 16-20 genes now implicated in BBS [267, 284].

To ensure that newer versions of ontologies and our training data do not already

contain, implicitly, information about associations between variants and disease, we

perform a semi-prospective experiment; the PVP system we used is based on ontology

versions (HPO and MP) and training data obtained on Feb 7th, 2017. We separately

test the performance of our system on the digenic cases added to the DIDA database
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after Feb 7th, 2017. In total, 45 digenic combinations with HPO annotations are

newly added to DIDA after the date our PVP system was built. Among these newly

added combinations, 42 are biallelic and 3 are triallelic. Table 7.4 shows the perfor-

mance of PVP on these cases. We find that the performance on predicting the new

cases drops somewhat in comparison to cases before the PVP build date.

7.4.2 OligoPVP: Use of background knowledge to find causative

combinations of variants

Our results demonstrate that PVP can identify combinations of variants implicated

in a disease, outperforming current state-of-the-art gene prioritization approaches.

The variants found by PVP are commonly in genes that form a disease module,

i.e., a set of interacting genes that are jointly associated with a disease or phenotype

[285]. For example, out of the 164 biallelic combinations used in our study, we can

find evidence of interactions for 71 biallelic combinations and 16 triallelic combina-

tions using the interaction database STRING [279]. The STRING resource contains

background knowledge about the interaction between genes based on protein-protein

interactions, co-expression, pathway involvement, or co-mention in literature, and

therefore provides a wide range of distinct interaction types which may underlie a

phenotype. We have now exploited this background knowledge to further improve

prioritization of variants in oligogenic diseases which involve interactions between

alleles of two or more genes.

OligoPVP is an algorithm that uses background knowledge from interaction net-

works to prioritize variants in oligogenic diseases. It identifies likely causative variants

in interacting genes and ranks tuples of n variants in genes that are connected through

an interaction network. OligoPVP will first rank all variants in a set of variants (such

as those found in a VCF file) independently using PVP and assign each variant v

a prediction score σ(v). When ranking combinations of n variants, OligoPVP will
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then evaluate all n-tuples of variants v1, ..., vn and assign a score σ to the n-tuple

(v1, ..., vn), given an interaction network Υ:

σ(v1, ..., vn) =


σ(v1) + ...+ σ(vn) if v1, ..., vn are variants in a connected subgraph of Υ

0 otherwise

Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure to find oligogenic disease modules in more de-

tail. OligoPVP can identify combinations of variants both in exonic and non-exonic

regions. For non-exonic variants, we assign the gene that is located closest to the

variant as the variant’s gene.

Algorithm 1 OligoPVP prioritization of oligogenic combinations

1: function OligoPVP(k, S, Υ) . k ∈ N+, S a set of variants,
Υ = (V,E) an interaction network

2: scores ← [:]
3: candidates ← ∅
4: for each g ∈ V do
5: candidates ← candidates ∪
{v|v is a variant of g, v is ranked in top k most pathogenic variants in g}

6: end for
7: for each (v1, ..., vk) ∈ candidatesk do
8: genes← ∅
9: for each vi ∈ {v1, ..., vk} do

10: genes← genes ∪ gene(vi) . gene(x) maps variant x to a
gene

11: end for
12: if genes form a connected subgraph in Υ then
13: scores[v1, ..., vk] =

∑k
i=1 score(vi)

14: end if
15: end for
16: return scores
17: end function

The OligoPVP algorithm strictly relies on an interaction network as background

knowledge and will not prioritize any combinations of variants if they are not con-

nected in a known network. For digenic or oligogenic disease we assume that the

interactions between alleles are mediated directly or indirectly through physical or
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regulatory mechanisms at any level, e.g., through DNA (for example transcriptional

regulation), RNA (for example processing of RNA or half life modulation), or pro-

tein (e.g., direct functional interaction or co-participation in the same pathway or

physiological processes). Data relevant to all these levels of interaction is available

in STRING. OligoPVP is of course limited by the completeness of the interaction

data available and until more complete high level physiological modeling is achieved,

interactions at the level of the whole organism physiome will be difficult to capture.

OligoPVP utilizes beam search [286] to optimize memory usage. We can simply

extend OligoPVP to also consider compound heterozygote combinations of variants

by adding self-loops to each node in Υ. The main advantage of OligoPVP is its ability

to identify and rank connected sets of variants higher than individual variants. Table

7.5 lists several cases in which OligoPVP prioritizes pairs of variants higher than PVP

would prioritize them on their own. On the other hand, OligoPVP will not prioritize

combinations of variants if they are in genes that are not connected in the background

network Υ. Supplementary Table 1 lists some of the cases which can be prioritized

with PVP but not OligoPVP.

7.5 Discussion

With the increasing appreciation of the relationship between complex and Mendelian

diseases [287], the ability to discover multiple variants contributing to disease phe-

notype in the same genome provides a powerful tool to help understand the genetic

architecture of diseases and the underlying physiological pathways. With the advent

of whole exome and whole genome sequencing, advances have been made using exist-

ing approaches to prioritize causative variants. However, use of standard criteria for

the identification of rare disease variants, e.g., a low minor allele frequency (MAF)

of, for example, less than 1%, are designed to detect de novo, homozygous, or com-

pound heterozygous variants, and may not give sufficient priority to variants of low
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apparent pathogenicity, haploinsufficiency, or low to medium MAF, although these

variants may still be important in the pathogenesis of a disease. Because the approach

we take with OligoPVP and PVP makes no assumptions about allele frequency or

mode of inheritance, and balances estimates of pathogenicity with phenotypic relat-

edness, a wider net is cast and candidate genes affecting the penetrance, expressivity

or spectrum of the phenotype are more readily identified.

Genes whose variants contribute to a disease phenotype are considered likely to

be situated within the same pathway or network [288, 289, 290, 291]. In addition to

well established studies of genes involved in, for example the ciliopathies [292, 267],

newer studies are now identifying network relations between genes implicated in the

oligogenic origins of diseases [293, 294]. Consequently, we can exploit background

knowledge on the interactions of gene products in OligoPVP and improve the ranking

of candidate pairs of variants over that assigned through pathogenicity and phenotypic

relatedness scores alone.

Currently, identification of multiple variants contributing to the characteristics of

a disease in a cohort or individual patient rely either on a candidate gene approach

or the assumption that contributing alleles are likely to be rare in the population.

The contribution of rare alleles of low effect, i.e., which by themselves generate sub-

clinical phenotypes, for example hypomorphs, may be missed in this way, and rare

to medium frequency alleles which modify the penetrance or expressivity of a second

remain difficult to identify (the former because of low potential pathogenicity and

the latter because of high frequency and lack of association with a phenotype when

occurring alone). An alternative strategy for identification of candidate genes for

highly heterogeneous human diseases is to use mouse genetics to identify phenotypic

modifier genes. For example, neural tube defects are believed to involve more than

300 genes in the mouse, mutations in many of which need to be digenic or trigenic

for expression of the phenotype [295]. Similarly, mouse double heterozygous mutants
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in Nkx2-1 and Pax8 show strain-specific thyroid dysgenesis phenotypes not seen in

the individual mutations [296]. The scale of genetic interactions becoming apparent

from mouse studies strongly supports the suggestion that in the human, we are only

seeing the tip of a very important iceberg [297].

The OligoPVP algorithm offers a generic framework for using background knowl-

edge about any form of interaction between genes and gene products to guide the

identification of combinations of variants. In its generic form, the worst case com-

plexity of the algorithm is O(nk) where n is the number of variants and k the size of

the module (the size of the module is a parameter of OligoPVP). It is clear that our

algorithm, in its basic form, will not yet scale to large disease modules (i.e., large k);

however, in the future, several methods can be used to further improve the average

case complexity to find larger disease modules.

Furthermore, background knowledge about interactions between genes and gene

products is far from complete. In particular, information about coarse scale physi-

ological interactions, i.e., those that occur based on whole organism physiology, are

significantly underrepresented in interaction databases [231]. Additionally, interac-

tion networks may have biases such as over-representation of commonly studied genes

[298, 299], and these biases will likely effect the performance of our algorithm. As

more genomic data related to complex diseases becomes available, more work will

be required to identify and remove these biases in the identification of phenotype

modules from personal genomic data.

The function of OligoPVP is not to determine whether a disease is formally di-

or oligogenic but to assess whether sets of variants may be jointly responsible for

phenotype when an individual contains multiple, potentially pathogenic, variants in

two or more genes that might, from background knowledge, be expected to interact

to generate the phenotypic profile of the patient. The user is able to specify the

cardinality of the set of variants that should be prioritized, and the rank scores provide
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a relative measure of the likelihood that two, three or more specific allelic variants

might be involved.

While this limitation restricts OligoPVP’s applicability, we nevertheless believe

our algorithm to have important applications. The most likely scenario in which

OligoPVP can be used successfully is to generate hypotheses for combinations of

specific variants after other variant prioritization approaches have failed to yield sig-

nificant results. Alternatively, knowledge of family history or ethnic background

might suggest the contribution of two or more genes to the disease phenotype, and

OligoPVP can then be used to identify plausible combinations of genes and allelic

variants.

OligoPVP is, to the best of our knowledge, the first phenotype-based method to

identify disease modules in personal genomic data. With the large (i.e., exponen-

tial) number of combinations of variants that have to be evaluated in finding disease

modules, it is clear that any computational method has to make use of background

knowledge to restrict the search space of potentially causative combinations of vari-

ants. OligoPVP is such a method which uses knowledge about interactions and pheno-

type associations to limit the search space. In the future, more background knowledge

can be incorporated to improve OligoPVP’s coverage as well as accuracy. OligoPVP is

freely available at https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp.

https://github.com/bio-ontology-research-group/phenomenet-vp
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Table 7.1: Comparison of different variant prioritization systems for recovering bial-
lelic variants. We split the evaluation in two parts, one in which we consider all vari-
ants and another in which we only consider variants for which we have background
knowledge about their interactions.

All Interacting only
Top pair Top 10 pairs Comb Top pair Top 10 pairs IntComb

PVP 88 (53.7%) 107 (65.2%) 164 42 (59.2%) 51 (71.8%) 71
CADD 34 (20.7%) 87 (53.1%) 164 10 (14.1%) 37 (52.1%) 71
DANN 5 (3.1%) 59 (36.0%)) 164 0 17 (23.9%) 71
Genomiser 0 0 164 0 0 71
GWAVA 0 0 164 0 0 71
OligoPVP 47 (28.7%) 59 (36.0%) 164 47 (66.2%) 59 (83.1%) 71

Table 7.2: Comparison of different variant prioritization systems for recovering tri-
allelic variants. We split the evaluation in two parts, one in which we consider all
variants and another in which we only consider variants for which we have background
knowledge about their interactions.

All Interacting only
Top triple Top 10 triple Comb Top triple Top 10 triple IntComb

PVP 10 (40.0%) 14 (56.0%) 25 7 (43.8%) 10 (40.0%) 16
CADD 4 (16.0%) 9 (36.0%) 25 7 (43.8%) 12 (75.0%) 16
DANN 0 6 (24.0%)) 25 0 4 (25.0%) 16
Genomiser 0 0 25 0 0 16
GWAVA 0 0 25 0 0 16
OligoPVP 10 (40.0%) 10 (40.0%) 25 10 (62.5%) 10 (62.5%) 16

Table 7.3: Analysis of top ranks of variants by PVP summarized by disease

Top hit Top 3 hits Top 10 hits Variants
(Combina-
tions)

Familial long QT syndrome 21 (50.0%) 38 (90.5%) 41 (97.6%) 42 (21)
Kallmann syndrome 18 (47.4%) 27 (71.1%) 27 (71.1%) 38 (19)
Bardet-Biedl syndrome 14 (36.8%) 28 (73.7%) 32 (84.2%) 38 (14)
Alport syndrome 14 (45.2%) 28 (90.3%) 29 (93.6%) 31 (15)
Non-syndromic genetic deafness 12 (50.0%) 18 (75.0%) 18 (75.0%) 24 (12)
Oculocutaneous albinism 6 (40.0%) 12 (80.0%) 12 (80.0%) 15 (7)
Primary ovarian insufficiency 2 (13.3%) 2 (13.3%) 2 (13.3%) 15 (7)
Usher syndrome 5 (33.3%) 11 (73.3%) 12 (80.0%) 15 (7)
Hypodontia 6 (50.0%) 12 (100.0%) 12 (100.0%) 12 (6)
Others 66 (38.2%) 118 (68.2%) 128 (74.0%) 173 (81)
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Table 7.4: Performance of PVP on all combinations present in DIDA database (All
DIDA), combinations added before the PVP build date date of Feb 7th, 2017 (Old
DIDA), and combinations added after the cutoff date of Feb 7th, 2017 (New DIDA)

Biallelic Triallelic
Top pair Top 10 pairs Comb Top triple Top 10 triples IntComb

All DIDA 88 (53.7%) 107 (65.2%) 164 10 (40.0%) 14 (56.0%) 25
Old DIDA 69 (56.6%) 84 (86.9%) 122 10 (45.5%) 14 (63.6%) 22
New DIDA 19 (45.2%) 23 (54.8%) 42 0 0 3
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

The accelerating pace of the generation of genomic data is providing an unprecedented

opportunity to enable advancements in personalized diagnosis and treatment. How-

ever, for this to become a reality, there is a pressuring need to develop computational

tools for the analysis and interpretation of genomic data. Such advanced bioinfor-

matics methods will bridge the gap between basic science conducted in biology and

translational research applications in the clinic. This task is challenging due to the

limited knowledge regarding diseases phenotypes, their genes, and causal genomic

variants. Also, incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity further complicate

the interpretation of genomic variants with respect to diseases, and thus impede the

diagnostic and discovery process.

In this thesis, we presented methods for the prioritization of genomic variants

that are likely to cause Mendelian and oligogenic diseases. Our novel approaches are

phenotype-driven in the sense that they integrate gene-to-phenotype knowledge from

human and model organisms, along with several predictive measures for variants’

pathogenicity. The premise is to predict variants that are not only likely to have

functional effects, but are also in genes associated with the observed phenotypes on

the patient. There are some limitations to our methods that arise from the inherent

nature of the training data. That is, there were cases missed by our methods which

might be due to the lack of gene-to-phenotype relations data for the respective genes
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and diseases phenotypes, or the low prediction values of the pathogenicity prediction

methods used as features by our methods. In such cases, these variants were ranked

low, and hence, predicted as false negatives.

Given how challenging it is to infer causality of genomic variants [2, 300], we

demonstrated the performance of our methods in comparison to state-of-the-art ap-

proaches in retrospective studies. In doing so, we created synthetic genomic data by

inserting variants that are known to be causative of certain disease phenotypes, and

observe how well the existing methods, along with ours, are capable of recovering the

inserted variants. We utilized the UK10K project data, in particular, patients with

a confirmed molecular diagnosis for congenital hypothyroidism..

More and more predictive methods for the interpretation of genomic variants

are being developed. With such an increasing number of computational tools, it is

challenging to measure their performance in a fair and systematic way. For instance,

in machine learning based methods, reporting cross-validation results as a way to

quantify the performance is not sufficient. Moreover, overfitting issue of some methods

have been shown as their performance on unseen data was remarkably lower on novel

genomic data (see Chapter 5. In this case, emphasis should be put on showcasing

the performance on real patient data in a retrospective manner, which ensure the

reliability of the proposed method as well as its applicability in the genetics clinic.

8.2 Future Research Work

.

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in the following directions. In

order to overcome the limitation of incomplete gene-to-phenotype associations knowl-

edge, we propose the following. First, PhenomeNet ontology that is incorporated in

our methods, can be extended to include phenotypic knowledge from other model

organisms. That is, studies on fruit fly, yeast, and worm genes and phenotypes can
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be useful in elucidating genes involved in autoimmune diseases, developmental dis-

eases, and metabolic diseases respectively. Moreover, we can enrich the ontology by

including not only curated knowledge about gene-to-phenotype associations, but also

those associations generated computationally via text mining or machine learning

approaches. Another promising approach that was shown to match, and sometimes

outperform semantic similarity-based methods for comparing genes to disease (or

patients) phenotypes, is through the exploitations of large biological heterogeneous

knowledge graphs [301]. This method uses feature learning to generate vector-based

representations of phenotypes associated with genes that are directly or indirectly

associated with phenotypes through biological networks. Using these vector-based

representations as training features for DeepPVP, and OligoPVP can be evaluated

especially in cases where diseases have little or unknown associated genes.

On a different note, extending DeepPVP and OligoPVP to incorporate informa-

tion about common genomic variants, accounting for their small, yet aggregating

effect is a key area of future work. With a wealth of knowledge about genomic vari-

ants and their associations with common diseases, as obtained from GWAS, it is

essential to find ways to gain insight into variant prioritization for common genetic

diseases. This may aid in identifying disease subtypes among a set of patients which

is key for prognosis. In addition, genetic disorders with compound heterozygosity

need to be considered for such extension in order to assess these unique cases. An-

other area of improvement includes optimizing the usage of biological networks for

OligoPVP. Currently, OligoPVP incorporates PPI networks for prioritization of oli-

gogenic combinations. Other interactions such as gene co-expressions, or co-mention

in text mined literature can be evaluated for coverage and accuracy of prioritization.
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A Semantic Prioritization of Novel Causative Genomic

Variants: Supplementary materials

Feature Type

Pathogencity prediction
CADD score (numeric)
GWAVA score (numeric)
DANN score (numeric)

Phenotype-related

PhenomeNet similarity score (numeric)
Disease inheritance mode: Dominant, Recessive, X-linked, Others/Unknown (one-hot encoding)
High-level phenotype HP 0000078(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0000291(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0000708(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0001001(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0001939(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0002086(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0006476(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0009126(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0010515(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0010948(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0010987(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011017(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011025(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011277(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011482(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011915(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0040063(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000003(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000358(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000428(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000462(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000516(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000685(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000716(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001188(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001213(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001270(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001533(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001663(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001672(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001764(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001790(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001983(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002060(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002089(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002095(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002106(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002109(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002138(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002139(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002163(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002164(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002396(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0003385(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0004133(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0004134(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0005408(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0005451(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0005621(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0009389(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0010678(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0010769(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0012719(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0013328(binary)

Genotype Homozygote or heterozygote (binary)

Table S1: PVP model features.
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Precision Recall F-measure ROC AUC
PVP 0.963 0.963 0.963 0.994
PVP-Model 0.894 0.893 0.893 0.963
PVP-Human 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96

Table S2: Stratified cross-validation results when training our models on 80% of
ClinVar pathogenic variants.

Randomly added phenotypes (8522 total)
Top rank 3547 41.62%
Top 10 4315 50.63%

Randomly removed phenotypes (8522 total) with p=1
3

Top rank 3963 46.50%
Top 10 4921 57.74%

Double pathogenic variants on D1 (8522 total)
Top rank 5316 62.38%
Top 10 7602 89.20%

Double pathogenic variants on D2 (8522 total)
Top rank 1309 15.36%
Top 10 3612 42.38%

Double pathogenic variants on both (8522 total)
D1 Variant
Top rank 3116 36.56%
Top 10 5428 63.69%

D2 Variant
Top rank 3171 37.21%
Top 10 5468 64.16%

Table S3: Experiments when adding noise to phenotypes associated with 8,522 syn-
thetic whole exome sequences. Each WES contains a single causative variant v1 and
is associated with phenotypes P1. First, we randomly add the complete set of phe-
notypes from a randomly chosen disease to P1 and record how well we recover v1.
Second, we randomly remove each phenotype in P1 with a probability of 1

3
and record

how well v1 is recovered. In the third experiment, we add another causative variant v2
to the WES (which is causative for the disease that is phenotypically most similar to
P1, and is itself associated with phenotypes P2), and use P1 to recover v1. We record
how often we identify v1 and v2 at the first or top 10 ranks. Finally, we perform the
same experiment using as phenotypes P1 ∪ P2.
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Sample Phenotype Rank Zygosity Gene SIFT prediction Polyphen prediction
UK10K THY5003269.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 PROP1 D B

2 0/1 LHX3 D D
5 0/1 LHX4 D P

UK10K THY5003270.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T P
7 0/1 GLIS3 T P
8 0/1 TPO D D

UK10K THY5003272.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 LHX3 D D
3 0/1 NKX2-1 T D

UK10K THY5003273.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T B
8 0/1 PAX8 D D

UK10K THY5068934.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 5 0/1 TG T .
UK10K THY5159470.REL-2013-04-20 DG 4 0/1 PAX8 D D
UK10K THY5159478.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T P

3 0/1 TPO T D
UK10K THY5159472.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T D

2 0/1 TG D D
3 0/1 LHX3 D P
6 0/1 PAX8 D D

UK10K THY5159467.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 2 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
6 0/1 PAX8 D D

UK10K THY5236178.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 TG D D
3 0/1 TG D B
9 1/1 DUOX2 D D

UK10K THY5236182.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 LHX3 T D
UK10K THY5298762.REL-2013-04-20 CCH 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T D

3 0/1 TG T P
UK10K THY5298765.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 4 1/1 TPO D D
UK10K THY5298766.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 3 0/1 TPO D D
UK10K THY5298767.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 4 1/1 TPO D D

5 0/1 PAX8 T D
UK10K THY5298777.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 GLIS3 T D

6 0/1 PAX8 D D
UK10K THY5298778.REL-2013-04-20 DG 1 0/1 GLIS3 T D

2 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
4 0/1 TG T P

UK10K THY5298780.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T P
2 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
8 0/1 PAX8 D D

UK10K THY5329043.REL-2013-04-20 CCH 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
UK10K THY5329044.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 TG T .

4 0/1 LHX3 T P
UK10K THY5329047.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T D

5 1/1 TG
UK10K THY5329049.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
UK10K THY5329050.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T B
UK10K THY5329051.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 5 0/1 PAX8 D D
UK10K THY5329052.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T P

2 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
UK10K THY5329053.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG D D

2 0/1 TPO D P
3 0/1 DUOX2 D D
5 0/1 PAX8 T .
6 0/1 DUOX2 T .

UK10K THY5329054.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG D D
2 0/1 DUOX2 D D
3 0/1 DUOX2 T .

UK10K THY5329055.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG T .
7 0/1 PAX8 D D

UK10K THY5329056.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
3 1/1 TG T .
5 0/1 LHX3 D P

UK10K THY5329058.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 NKX2-1 T P
2 0/1 NKX2-1 T D

UK10K THY5329059.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG D D
2 0/1 NKX2-1 T D
3 1/1 TG . D

UK10K THY5329060.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG D D
2 1/1 TG . D
3 0/1 DUOX2 D D
4 0/1 DUOX2 T .

UK10K THY5329061.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG D D
2 0/1 DUOX2 T .
5 0/1 DUOX2 D P

UK10K THY5329062.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 1/1 TG D D
2 0/1 PAX8 T D
3 0/1 DUOX2 D P
10 0/1 LHX3 T B

UK10K THY5329068.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 3 0/1 GLIS3 T P
UK10K THY5370898.REL-2013-04-20 GIS 1 0/1 GLIS3 T B

3 1/1 TG
10 0/1 PAX8 D D

Table S4: The table shows the 36 cases from UK10K dataset diagnosed with Con-
genital hypothyroidism which show genes already implicated in the disease within the
top 20 hits. Patients are broadly stratified into three groups: CCH, central congenital
hypothyroidism; GIS, patients with gland-in-situ and no anatomical signs of dysplasia
which include likely dyshormonogenesis; DG, thyroid dysgenesis. Heterozygous state;
0/1, homozygous state 1/1. SIFT categories T and D correspond to Deleterious (sift
score ≤ 0.05), and Tolerated (sift score > 0.05). Polyphen categories: D; Probably
damaging (polyphen score ≥ 0.909), P; possibly damaging (0.447 to 0.909) B; benign
(polyphen score ≤ 0.446).
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heightID Phenotype Variant(s) PVP PVP-Human PVP-Model eXtasy Phevor Exomiser CADD GWAVA DANN
UK10K THY5329055 GIS TG:c.1583C>A (hom) 1 1 1 2 209 5 500 13,522 1,866
UK10K THY5329056 GIS TG:c.1583C>A (hom) 2 1 1 4 103 9 495 13,763 1,904
UK10K THY5329059 GIS TG:c.2177G>A (hom);

TG:c.3149G>T (hom)
3; 2 1; 3 1; 2 2; 9 223 23; 26 680; 554 6,929; 3,108 493; 1,377

UK10K THY5329060 GIS TG:c.2177G>A (hom);
TG:c.3149G>T (hom) ;
DUOX2:C.2056C>T (het)

4; 3; 1 1; 2; 3 1; 2; 8 1; 7; 43 209; 209; 268 3; 7; 4,327 661; 533; 73 6,874; 3,078; 4,632 488; 1,296; 315

UK10K THY5370898 GIS TG:c.638+5G>A (hom) 3 524 8,031 – 92 13,851 4,700 3,130 3,707
UK10K THY5329047 GIS TG:c.638+5G>A (hom) 6 457 5,616 – 103 11,624 4,041 2,366 3,238
UK10K THY5329053 GIS TG:c.4478G>A (hom);

DUOX2:c.2056C>T (het)
5; 2 2; 3 1; 5 9; 38 125; 304 12; 3,946 605; 74 13,624; 4,596 921; 297

UK10K THY5329054 GIS TG:c.4478G>A (hom);
DUOX2:c.2056C>T (het)

3; 1 1; 2 1; 5 11; 46 127; 285 29; 3,940 617; 69 13,408; 4,569 887; 312

UK10K THY5329061 GIS TG:c.8054G>T (hom);
DUOX2:c.1060C>T (het)

2; 1 1; 2 1; 5 8; 17 74; 106 40; 4,275 375; 192 14,222; 4,748 1,305; 114

UK10K THY5329062 GIS TG:c.8054G>T (hom);
DUOX2:c.1060C>T (het)

4; 3 2; 3 1; 5 8; 14 220; 288 46; 6,184 348; 177 13,969; 4,667 1,322; 107

UK10K THY5236178 GIS TG:c.5071T>C (het);
TG:c.7640T>A (het);
DUOX2:c.1709A>T
(hom)

5; 1; 11 21; 15; 163 94; 13; 172 13; 3; 1 116; 116; 64 1,427; 1,447; 53,947 833; 675; 871 1,311; 1,717; 3,455 996; 889; 867

UK10K THY5329044 GIS TG:c.2311C>T (het) 1 1 1 1 209 62 90 7,072 381
UK10K THY5068932 GIS TG:c.3433+3 3433+6delGAGT

(het)
8 3 43 – 246 21,654 1,731 19,169 1,885

UK10K THY5068934 GIS TG:c.3433+3 3433+6delGAGT
(het)

10 5 41 – 202 21,086 1,688 19,091 1,857

UK10K THY5068933 GIS TG:c.3433+3 3433+6delGAGT
(het)

– – – – – – – – –

Table S5: Results of variant and gene prioritization methods for a subset of UK10K
rare thyroid dataset (EGAS00001000131) with confirmed disease-associated muta-
tions. In cases THY5329044, THY5068932, THY5068933, and THY5068934, the
variants were considered to contribute to but not entirely explain the whole pheno-
type observed (Schoenmakers et al. 2016).

Chr Start RSID Gene Source OMIM PVP-MOD PVP-Human

10 60150616 rs757075712 TFAM mouse 617156 1465 1413

5 484635 rs869312806 SLC9A3 mouse-fish 616868 340 93

5 483385 rs766076524 SLC9A3 mouse-fish 616868 273 49

5 484762 rs869312807 SLC9A3 mouse-fish 616868 249 53

20 36031750 rs879255268 SRC mouse 616937 495 95

5 121409850 rs876657852 LOX mouse-fish 617168 233 139

6 33756856 rs878852983 LEMD2 mouse 212500 34 5

2 27278096 rs879253768 AGBL5 fish 617023 6 3

2 27278039 rs879253769 AGBL5 fish 617023 417 97

22 19486647 rs754080445 CDC45 mouse 617063 327 379

22 19470326 rs745800041 CDC45 mouse 617063 919 994

22 19470234 rs879255632 CDC45 mouse 617063 39 306

22 19471511 rs540217942 CDC45 mouse 617063 148 218

22 19506390 rs778665661 CDC45 mouse 617063 238 39

22 19468567 rs879255633 CDC45 mouse 617063 18 274

22 19470341 rs748749078 CDC45 mouse 617063 1831 1840

22 19494977 rs146559223 CDC45 mouse 617063 632 667
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3 154834337 rs879255651 MME mouse 617018 20 79

3 132394747 rs114925667 UBA5 mouse 617132 550 83

3 132384669 rs774318611 UBA5 mouse 617132 1 3

3 132394134 rs745968949 UBA5 mouse 617132 3 6

3 132384686 rs886039756 UBA5 mouse 617132 521 213

3 132389876 rs374052333 UBA5 mouse 617132 91 41

3 132394183 rs886039757 UBA5 mouse 617132 60 19

3 132390987 rs886039759 UBA5 mouse 617132 8 8

3 132395320 rs886039760 UBA5 mouse 617132 783 566

3 132389817 rs886039761 UBA5 mouse 617132 264 84

3 132384674 rs532178791 UBA5 mouse 617132 1139 1035

16 68381533 rs886039897 PRMT7 mouse 617157 701 446

16 68386217 rs751670999 PRMT7 mouse 617157 68 54

16 68349977 rs149170494 PRMT7 mouse 617157 73 51

16 68380151 rs762515973 PRMT7 mouse 617157 439 336

16 68380047 rs201824659 PRMT7 mouse 617157 480 570

3 192053223 rs886039903 FGF12 mouse 617166 14 71

12 6690297 rs201992075 CHD4 mouse 617159 296 605

12 6700879 rs886039915 CHD4 mouse 617159 633 182

12 6702357 rs886039916 CHD4 mouse 617159 3 26

12 6697549 rs886039917 CHD4 mouse 617159 83 43

12 6697063 rs886039918 CHD4 mouse 617159 200 78

12 6697486 rs886039919 CHD4 mouse 617159 596 368

X 24082345 rs886040855 EIF2S3 fish 300987 365 169

X 24084119 rs886040856 EIF2S3 fish 300987 496 642

11 118452217 rs886040859 ARCN1 mouse 617164 62 14

19 48922979 rs886040861 GRIN2D mouse 617162 14 18
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5 121411138 rs886040965 LOX mouse-fish 617168 53 110

5 121413556 rs886040966 LOX mouse-fish 617168 533 152

5 121411177 rs886040967 LOX mouse-fish 617168 440 283

18 56033433 rs879255599 NEDD4L mouse 617201 93 36

18 56034996 rs879255598 NEDD4L mouse 617201 26 21

18 56057899 rs879255597 NEDD4L mouse 617201 1 14

18 56057912 rs879255596 NEDD4L mouse 617201 40 81

3 132390945 rs540839115 UBA5 mouse 617133 535 141

3 132394207 rs886039762 UBA5 mouse 617133 825 706

15 52446137 rs886041054 GNB5 mouse 617173 566 684

15 52416726 rs773902879 GNB5 mouse 617173 45 21

15 52446136 rs886041055 GNB5 mouse 617173 626 525

15 52446134 rs766004901 GNB5 mouse 617173 210 348

15 52416814 rs749597091 GNB5 mouse 617173 40 6

15 51696718 rs764239923 GLDN mouse 617194 7 342

15 51633976 rs779432560 GLDN mouse 617194 883 681

15 51696535 rs539703340 GLDN mouse 617194 644 136

15 51676090 rs886041057 GLDN mouse 617194 922 831

15 51696730 rs368085516 GLDN mouse 617194 441 215

19 54684489 rs886041060 MBOAT7 mouse 617188 224 281

2 25973137 rs886041070 ASXL2 mouse 617190 319 22

5 14290918 . TRIO mouse 617061 868 155

10 99344567 rs201803986 PI4K2A mouse 613616 90 52

10 99361646 rs755562733 PI4K2A mouse 613616 52 41

10 99361646 rs755562733 PI4K2A mouse 613616 37 7

10 99361676 rs796052086 PI4K2A mouse 613616 9 5

10 99361747 rs770050262 PI4K2A mouse 613616 85 53
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11 112098994 rs794726657 BCO2 mouse 261640 164 102

11 14316390 rs113954997 RRAS2 mouse 167000 280 51

11 14316390 rs113954997 RRAS2 mouse 167000 127 29

1 151789714 rs774357869 RORC mouse 616622 356 82

1 151789714 rs774357869 RORC mouse 616622 504 101

1 160293229 rs794727993 COPA fish 616414 1 3

1 160293229 rs794727993 COPA fish 616414 1 2

11 6637744 rs755445790 TAF10 mouse 204500 119 113

12 56749487 rs281874770 STAT2 mouse 616636 542 542

12 56749487 rs281874770 STAT2 mouse 616636 789 611

13 111329354 rs557671802 CARS2 mouse 616672 951 444

13 111329354 rs557671802 CARS2 mouse 616672 713 430

13 111335398 rs727505361 CARS2 mouse 616672 486 559

13 111335398 rs727505361 CARS2 mouse 616672 550 553

15 50544717 rs267606861 HDC mouse-fish 137580 1 3

15 50544717 rs267606861 HDC mouse-fish 137580 1 4

17 38907213 rs766783183 KRT25 mouse 278150 8 172

17 38907213 rs766783183 KRT25 mouse 278150 49 271

19 39074134 rs193922886 MAP4K1 mouse 255320 165 135

2 227661632 rs104893642 IRS1 mouse 125853 230 650

2 227661632 rs104893642 IRS1 mouse 125853 184 416

4 103226211 rs779241085 SLC39A8 mouse 616721 1065 298

4 103226211 rs779241085 SLC39A8 mouse 616721 1159 316

4 103265723 rs373562040 SLC39A8 mouse 616721 438 409

4 103265723 rs373562040 SLC39A8 mouse 616721 223 435

4 5749953 rs121908425 CRMP1 mouse 225500 65 1

5 74842932 rs148960463 POLK mouse 176807 187 139
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5 74842932 rs148960463 POLK mouse 176807 601 202

5 74882880 rs111584802 POLK mouse 176807 794 382

5 74882880 rs111584802 POLK mouse 176807 1002 373

5 74886193 rs770984846 POLK mouse 176807 1081 1086

5 74886193 rs770984846 POLK mouse 176807 1484 1115

5 74892259 rs863225457 POLK mouse 176807 143 252

5 74892259 rs863225457 POLK mouse 176807 124 287

5 74892710 rs863225456 POLK mouse 176807 303 290

5 74892710 rs863225456 POLK mouse 176807 476 473

5 82400865 rs587779351 XRCC4 mouse 262400 44 2

5 82554426 rs797045016 XRCC4 mouse 616541 549 190

5 82554426 rs797045016 XRCC4 mouse 616541 41 116

Table S6: Prediction on variants for which no phenotype similarity could be computed
based on human phenotypes.
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B DeepPVP: phenotype-based prioritization of causative

variants using deep learning: Supplementary materials

Feature Type

Pathogencity prediction
CADD score (numeric)
GWAVA score (numeric)
DANN score (numeric)

Phenotype-related

PhenomeNet similarity score (numeric)
Disease inheritance mode: Dominant, Recessive, X-linked, Others/Unknown (one-hot encoding)
High-level phenotype HP 0000078(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0000291(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0000708(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0001001(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0001939(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0002086(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0006476(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0009126(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0010515(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0010948(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0010987(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011017(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011025(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011277(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011482(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0011915(binary)
High-level phenotype HP 0040063(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000003(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000358(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000428(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000462(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000516(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000685(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0000716(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001188(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001213(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001270(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001533(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001663(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001672(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001764(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001790(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0001983(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002060(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002089(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002095(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002106(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002109(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002138(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002139(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002163(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002164(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0002396(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0003385(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0004133(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0004134(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0005408(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0005451(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0005621(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0009389(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0010678(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0010769(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0012719(binary)
High-level phenotype MP 0013328(binary)

Genotype Homozygote or heterozygote (binary)

Imputation Flags

CADD flag (binary)
GWAVA flag (binary)
DANN flag (binary)
PhenomeNet similarity flag (binary)

Table S1: DeepPVP model features.
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C OligoPVP: Phenotype-driven analysis of individual

genomic information to prioritize oligogenic disease variants:

Supplementary materials

DIDA ID Gene A Gene B Disease name (ORPHANET) DeepPVP
Rank A

DeepPVP
Rank B

OligoPVP
Rank

dd010 NEK1 (c.1640insA) DYNC2H1
(c.11747G>A)

Short rib-polydactyly syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd211 MYH7 (c.2645A>G) RBM20
(c.2062C>T)

Familial isolated dilated cardiomyopa-
thy

2 1 Not
Found

dd040 GDAP1 (c.358C>T) MFN2
(c.479 480delTG)

Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease 1 2 Not
Found

dd125 EDA (c.769G>C ) WNT10A
(c.511C>T)

Hypodontia 1 2 Not
Found

dd218 BMPR2
(c.1471C>T)

KCNA5 (c.1448del) Heritable pulmonary arterial hyperten-
sion

1 2 Not
Found

dd244 NLRP3

(c.526C>T])

MEFV (c.442G>C) Familial Mediterranean fever 2 1 Not
Found

dd028 MITF (c.824delA) TYR (c.1205G>A) Ocular albinism with congenital sen-
sorineural deafness

1 2 Not
Found

dd013 NSMF
(c.1132-22 1132-
-15del)

FGFR1
(c.1025T>C)

Kallmann syndrome 2 1 Not
Found

dd018 FGFR1
(c.165 171del)

PROKR2
(c.518T>G)

Kallmann syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd164 FGFR1
(c.1042G>A)

IL17RD
(c.1136A>G)

Kallmann syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd165 KISS1R (c.581C>A) IL17RD
(c.2204C>T)

Kallmann syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd166 FGFR1
(c.2075A>G)

DUSP6 (c.545C>T) Kallmann syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd168 SPRY4 (c.722C>A) DUSP6
(c.1037C>T)

Kallmann syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd169 SPRY4 (c.722C>A) FGFR1
(c.1447C>A)

Kallmann syndrome 2 1 Not
Found

dd117 TYR (c.230G>A) SLC45A2
(c.1045G>A)

Oculocutaneous albinism 1 2 Not
Found

dd121 TYR (c.346C>T) OCA2 (c.1441G>A) Oculocutaneous albinism 1 2 Not
Found

dd123 LMBRD1
(c.1056delG)

MTR (c.3518C>T) Homocystinuria without methylmalonic
aciduria

2 1 Not
Found

dd116 WT1
(c.1228+5G>A)

NPHS1
(c.1126C>G)

Familial idiopathic steroid-resistant
nephrotic syndrome

1 2 Not
Found

dd050 HMBS
(c.422+1G>T)

UROD
(c.650 651dupTT)

Porphyria 2 1 Not
Found

dd001 KCNQ1

(c.1022C>A)

KCNH2
(c.2592+1G>A)

Familial long QT syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd048 KCNE2 (c.178T>C
)

SCN5A
(c.4868G>A)

Familial long QT syndrome 2 1 Not
Found

dd065 KCNE1 (c.95G>A) SCN5A
(c.4931G>A)

Familial long QT syndrome 2 1 Not
Found

dd069 SCN5A
(c.5455G>A)

KCNH2 (c.298C>G) Familial long QT syndrome 1 2 Not
Found

dd134 ATP2B2
(c.1756G>A)

MYO6 (c.737A>G) Non-syndromic genetic deafness 1 2 Not
Found

dd145 KCNJ10
(c.1042C>T)

SLC26A4
(c.919-2A>G)

Non-syndromic genetic deafness 2 1 Not
Found

dd206 GJB2 (c.35delG) TMPRSS3
(c.208delC)

Non-syndromic genetic deafness 2 1 Not
Found

dd124 MYO7A
(c.2311G>T)

PCDH15
(c.158-1G>A)

Usher syndrome 2 1 Not
Found

dd262 TEK (c.309A>C) CYP1B1 (c.343G>C) Congenital glaucoma 2 1 Not
Found

dd026 MYOC (c.1196G>T) CYP1B1
(c.1103G>A)

Juvenile glaucoma 2 1 Not
Found

dd171 ITGA7 (c.2656G>A) MYH7B
(c.2668C>T)

Left ventricular non-compaction 2 1 Not
Found

dd224 TRIM54 (c.316G>A) TRIM63 (c.739C>T) Congenital myopathy with protein accu-
mulation

1 2 Not
Found

dd019 BAAT (c.226A>G) TJP2 (c.143T>C) Familial hypercholanemia 1 2 Not
Found

dd006 ATP2B2
(c.1756G>A)

CDH23
(c.5663T>C)

Non-syndromic genetic deafness 1 2 Not
Found

Table S1: Cases of DIDA combinations missed by OligoPVP prioritization incorpo-
rating protein-protein interaction network data, in comparison to ranks of individual
variants of each digenic combination ranked by DeepPVP.
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